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Module A: Introduction, including consent 
 
APinfo 
I'm from the National Centre for Social Research, an independent research institute.   We 
have been asked by the Ministry of Justice to carry out a study on the experiences of people 
on Community Orders to help them make improvements to services. 
  
All information will be treated in the strictest confidence in accordance with the Data 
Protection Act and used for research purposes only. 
 
1. Continue 

 
ACons 
Interviewer: pass consent form to respondent 
 
We need to show that we have asked you for your permission to be part of this research. 
Please could you read this form and sign to confirm that you have agreed to be interviewed 
and that you understand that taking part in this study is voluntary.  
 
The form also states that if you mention an intention to harm yourself or others I will have to 
pass this information on. 
 
You do not have to answer any questions if you prefer not to, and you can withdraw your 
consent at any time. 
 
If necessary: Also, taking part will not affect your Community Order in any way and your 
Probation Officer will not see your answers. 
 

1. Consent given and form signed 
2. No consent given (end of interview) 

 
(Don’t know and refusals not allowed) 
 

Basic demographics 
ASex  
Interviewer: Code sex of respondent: 

1. Male 
2. Female 

 
ATitle 
I'd like to ask you a few background questions first of all. 
Firstly, please could I confirm your full name and title? 
 
Interviewer: record title here and names at next questions 

 
ANameF 
Interviewer: Record first name 
 
ANameS 
Interviewer: Record surname 
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ADobD 
And what is your date of birth? 
 
Interviewer: Record day of month here. Enter month and year at following questions. 
If not sure, encourage a guess: 1...31 
 
ADobM 
Interviewer: Enter the month 
 
ADobY 
Interviewer: Enter year here 
If cannot give answer, code '1900'.  
 
1900...1992 
 
ADobDate 
(Derived variable) 
Respondent’s age (years) 1…97 
 
AAge  
Respondent’s age (years): (inserted) 
 
AAgeC 
So the computer calculates that you are XX years old. Is that correct?  

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
ALiter 
During the interview, I will show you a number of cards for you to choose answers from. Can 
I just check, do you have any problems with reading English? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If ALiter=yes)  
AEngl 
Can I just check, is English your first language? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If AEngl=no) 
ALang 
What is your first language? (Open) 
 
AOrderS 
I understand that you began a Community Order in about <Month and year of start>. 
Is that correct?  

1. Yes 
2. No 
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(If AOrder=Yes) 
AOrdon 
And are you still on this order? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If AOrderS=No) 
AOrderO 
Are you currently or have you recently been on a Community Order? 
Interviewer note: Recent is within the last six months 

1. Yes, currently 
2. Yes, recently 
3. No 

 
(If AOrderO=recent, current) 
AWhenM 
In what month did this Community Order start? 
Interviewer: Code month first 
January to December 
 
AWhenY 
Interviewer: Code month of start 
2009...2012 
 
(If AOrderO=No) 
AAnysen 
Are you currently or have you recently been serving any kind of sentence or supervision? 

1. Yes, currently 
2. Yes, recently 
3. No 

 
(If AAnysen=No) 
AAnycon 
Just to confirm, have you had any recent contact with the Probation Service? 

1. Yes 
2. No (If no - end interview) 

 
(If AANycon=Yes) 
Asome 
I will carry on with my questions, although some may not fit your situation. 
1. Continue 
 
(If AAnysen=Yes) 
AAnytyp 
What type of sentence are/were you serving? (Open) 
 
(If AAnySen=recent, current) 
ASSts 
Did this start in about <insert Community Order start date from sample>:  

1. Yes 
2. No 
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(If AAnySen=recent, current) 
ASWhenM 
In what month did this sentence start? 
Interviewer: Code month first 
January to December 
 
ASWhenM 
Interviewer: Code month of start 
2009...2012 
 
NewStDt 
Date computed from AWhenY and AWhenM - used for routing and text fill 
Revised date for start of Community Order computed from AWhenY and AWhenM (or 
ASWhenY and ASWhenM) if within 5 months of month in sample information (i.e. if July in 
sample could be Feb to Dec 
 
(If AOrdOn=No or AOrderO=Recent or AAnysen=Recent) 
AFinM 
In which month did the sentence finish? 
Interviewer: Code month first 
 
AFinY 
Interviewer: Code year of finish 
2009...2013 
 
FinDate 
End of sentence computed from AFinY and AFinM: DateType 
 
FinDatMY 
Month, Year of end of sentence: String(50) 
 
(If AOrderS=Yes) 
AConf 
We are interested in your experiences since the Order starting in ^CODateMY, so many of 
my questions will refer to this period. 
 
(Compute CODateMY to be month from AWhenY and AWhenM (or ASWhenY and 
ASWhenM) 
(If within 5 months of month in sample information (i.e. if July in sample could be Feb to Dec) 
 
(If AOrder=No and date of start (either from AWhenM or ASWhenM) more than 5 months 
different to sample information) 
ARefmon 
Although your sentence started in a different month, some of my questions will refer to 
<Month and year of start> and the period since then. 
1. Continue 
 
ACurSen 
(Derived variable) 
Whether sentence is current:  

1. Yes 
2. No 
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Module B: Current sentence 
 
Length of sentence 
BIntro 
I would now like to check a few details about the sentence that you began around <start of 
order>. 
 
BsenL 
How long were you originally sentenced to? 
Interviewer: Enter response in months. Should not include months added on since the first 
court appearance. 
1...97 
 
BSenE 
Computed end of sentence: DateType 

 
Changes to sentence 
(If BSenEn=No) 
BChan 
Have you had any time added on or taken off the original sentence given to you by the court? 

1. 1. Yes – added on 
2. 2. Yes – taken off 
3. 3. No 

 
(If BChan=1) 
BChanM 
How many months have been added on to your sentence?  
1...36 
 
(If BChan=1) 
BChanW 
Why has time been added on to this sentence?  
Read out: Were you 

1. Sentenced for another offence, 
2. Because of a breach, 
3. Or other reasons? 

 
(If BChanW=3) 
BChanWh  
Why was time added to your sentence? (Open) 
 
(If BChan=reduce) 
BRChanM 
How many months have been taken off your sentence?  
1...36 
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(If BChan=1) 
BRChanW 
Why has time been taken off your sentence? 
Do not prompt 
(Multicode) 

1. Conviction overturned 
2. Completed requirements/ treatment/ courses / order 
3. Good behaviour / compliance with order 
4. Could not provide the services / course 
5. Other reason 

 
(If BChanW=3) 
BRChWh 
Interviewer: Record other reason (Open) 

 
Reason for sentence 
I am now going to read a number of statements. Using the options on this card, please tell 
me how much you agree or disagree with each of them. 
BSleng 
Showcard X1 
Considering the crime, the length of the sentence I received was fair  

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree? 

 
BSprih 
Showcard X1 
A prison sentence would have been a harsher punishment than the Community Order 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 

 
BScirc 
Showcard X1 
When they decided my sentence, the court considered my personal situation. 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 

 
BSpun 
Showcard X1 
My sentence is mainly a punishment 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 
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BScom 
Showcard X1 
The Community Order gives me an opportunity to give something back to society 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 

 

Pre-sentence report 
And now I have a few questions about your contact with the Probation service before you 
went to court and were sentenced… 
 
(Ask all) 
BPSbef 
You may have discussed your offence and issues in your life with a Probation Officer before 
you went to court and were sentenced. 
Did you meet with anyone from the Probation Service before you went to court? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If BPSbef=yes) 
BPSoff 
To what extent did he or she understand the circumstances of the offence you were going to 
court for? 
Would you say... (Read out) 

1. A lot 
2. A little 
3. Not at all? 

 
(If BPSbef=yes) 
BPScir 
To what extent did he or she understand the other things going on in your life? 
Would you say... (Read out) 

1. A lot 
2. A little 
3. Not at all? 

 

Enforcement of order  
BEnfIn 
Now thinking about what has happened since you were sentenced... 
 
Bwarn 
Since it started in ^CODateMY, have you received any written warnings for not complying 
with your Community Order? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If Bwarn=yes) 
BwarnN 
Excluding any that were later cancelled, how many written warnings ^have/did you 
^receive/received during this order? 
(Numeric range) 
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(If Bwarn=yes) 
BwarnF 
Did you think the warnings you received were fair? 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Some were fair, some were not fair 

 
Bbreach 
And since it started, have you been taken back to court for breaching your Community 
Order? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If BBreach=yes) 
BBrefor 
What were you breached for? 
Probe fully (Open) 
 
(If Bbreach=yes) 
BbreaW 
I'd like you to think about your situation at the time of the breach. 
Why did you breach your order? 
Probe fully (Open) 
 
(If Bbreach=yes) 
BbreachF  
Did you think it was fair that you were taken to court for breaching your Community Order? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If Bbreach=yes) 
BbreachC 
What did the court do about the breach? 

1. The court threw out the breach 
2. I received a warning but the sentence continued 
3. I received a fine for the breach and the sentence continued 
4. I received extra unpaid work hours as a punishment and the sentence continued 
5. The order was revoked and a new sentence was imposed 
6. The order was terminated and no additional punishment imposed 
7. Other, specify 

 
(If BBreachC=Other) 
BbreachO 
Other, please specify (Open) 
  
(If ‘new sentence’ in BBreachC)  
BNSent 
What type of sentence did you receive? 
Interviewer: Probe for whether 'community order', 'prison' etc. Probe for length of sentence. 
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Module C: Probation officer relationship 
 
Attendance 
CIntro 
And now I would like to talk about the staff at the Probation office you have dealt with during 
your current Community Order. 
 
(If ACurSen=No) 
CStcont 
Interviewer: Code or ask: 
You mentioned earlier that your Community Order had ended. 
Are you still in contact with the Probation office? 

1. Yes - still in contact with the Probation office 
2. No - no longer in contact with the Probation office 

 
CStaNo 
“Since it started in <insert start date>, how many staff members at the Probation office 
^have/did you talked to about your Community Order?” 
1...97 
 
CStareg 
“Is there someone at the Probation Office you talk to about your Community Order more 
regularly than others? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If Cstareg=No then CstaregN) 
CstaregN 
Please think about the person at the Probation office who you think is mostly responsible for 
your case 
 
CName  
Just so that I can refer to them in the next few questions, what is their first name? 
Interviewer: Write in name of probation officer.  
Note: this will be used for textfills. 
(Open) 
 
CSex 
Interviewer: Code sex of probation officer. 

1. Male 
2. Female 

 
CPSR 
Did you meet <insert name of PO> before you were sentenced? 

1. Yes 
2. No 
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And thinking back to when you had just been sentenced, that was in <insert month from 
SentBeg> 
CExpl 
Early on in your meetings with probation staff, how clearly was it explained what would 
happen during your sentence?  Would you say… (Read out) 

1. Very clearly 
2. Clearly 
3. Not clearly 
4. There was no explanation? 

 
CSenp 
A sentence plan will be put together by staff at the Probation Office at the start of your 
Community order. This should say in detail what you will do during your sentence and for 
how long.  
Has anyone at the Probation Office discussed your sentence plan with you? 

1. Yes 
2. No  

 
(If CSenp=yes) 
Csena 
The sentence plan should involve aims you can work towards. Did staff involve you at all in 
deciding what the aims should be?” 

1. Yes 
2. No  

 
Ccomm 
How easy or difficult is it for you to fit your sentence around your other commitments? Would 
you say... (Read out) 

1. Very easy 
2. Quite easy 
3. Quite difficult 
4. Or very difficult? 
5. (Do not read out): No commitments 

 
(If not ‘no commitments’ in CComm) 
Ccomf 
Did anyone discuss with you how your sentence could be fitted around your other 
commitments? 

1. Yes 
2. No 
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Contact with probation officer  
Cfre 
On average, how often ^do/did you meet with a Probation Officer at the moment? 

1. Every day 
2. 6 days a week 
3. 5 days a week 
4. 4 days a week 
5. 3 days a week 
6. 2 days a week  
7. Once a week 
8. Once a fortnight 
9. Every three weeks 
10. Every month 
11. Less than once a month 
12. Only met once 
13. Do not meet with Probation Officer 

 
CFresme 
Has this been about the same since you started your sentence? 
Prompt as necessary 

1. Yes - about the same 
2. No - now meet less often 
3. No - now meet more often 

 
Cfrel 
Typically, how long ^is/was a meeting between you and your Probation Officer(s)? 
Interviewer: Read out as necessary 

1. Less than 10 minutes 
2. 10 to 19 minutes 
3. 20 to 29 minutes 
4. 30 to 44 minutes 
5. 45 to 59 minutes 
6. One hour and up to 1 hr 29 mins 
7. One and a half hours and up to 2 hours 
8. Two hours or more 
9. (Do not read out): Varies too much to give typical 

 
CMiss 
Since you started your Community Order in <insert sentence commencement date>, have 
you missed any appointments at the Probation Office for any reason? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If CMiss=yes) 
CMissW 
What were the reasons for missing an appointment or appointments? 
(Open)  
Create WHYlist from pilot if possible 
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CAbout 
Showcard C1 
Apart from when you have a meeting, do you contact <insert PO name> for any of these 
reasons? 
Code all that apply: 

1. To let ^him/her know what you are doing 
2. To discuss problems with your order 
3. To discuss personal problems 
4. To ask for information or advice 
5. To make or change an appointment 
6. Or for any other reason? 
7. (Not on Showcard): No, do/did not get in touch 

 
(If CAbout not none) 
CAboutO 
Other, please specify 
 
CAboutB 
How do you normally contact <insert name of PO> 
Code all that apply: 

1. Telephone him/her 
2. Send a text message/sms 
3. Email 
4. Letter 
5. Drop in at the office 
6. Other 

 
CAboutBO 
Other, please specify 
 

Personal relationship with probation officer  
I am now going to read a number of statements. Using the codes on this card, please tell me 
how much you agree or disagree with each of them. 
 
CList 
Showcard X1 
<Insert name of Probation Officer> listens carefully to what I tell him/her 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 

 
Cund 
Showcard X1 
I believe <insert name of Probation Officer> understand my needs well  

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 
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Csupp 
Showcard X1 
<Insert name of Probation Officer> supports me in my daily life 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 

 
CMotiv 
Showcard X1 
<Insert name of Probation Officer> motivates me to make improvements to my life 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 

 
Clet 
Showcard C2 
By offending again I would let <insert name of PO> down 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 

 
CDesRel 
How would you describe your relationship with <insert name of PO>… (Read out) 

1. Excellent 
2. Good 
3. OK 
4. Not very good, or  
5. Bad?  
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Module D: Requirements 
 

DIntro 
Now I would like to ask you about the things you have done on the Community Order. 
 

D2REQ 
Showcard D1 
Since it began in (month and year of start date), which, if any, of these things has your 
Community Order involved? 
(Multicode) 

1. Unpaid Work 
2. Curfew and / or tagging (i.e. having to stay at home during certain hours) 
3. Staying away from somewhere (e.g. a football ground, an ex-partner's home, a 

shopping centre etc) 
4. Living in a specific place (e.g. a hostel or a particular address) 
5. Prohibited activity (e.g. cannot go in a pub, cannot contact a named person, cannot 

work with certain groups) 
6. Attendance Centre (a skills-focused centre - filling in forms, cooking classes, 

preparation for work, etc) 
7. None of these 

 
(If (curfew in D2Req) and (resid in D2Req)) 
D2ReqSma 
Are living in a specific place and the curfew part of the same arrangement? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If (exclu in D2Req) and (proha in D2Req)) 
D2ReqSmb 
Is staying away from somewhere and the prohibited activity part of the same arrangement? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 

D3REQ 
Pass separate Showcards D2A, D2B and D2C to respondent to look through 
These three cards list examples of activities and courses relating to drugs, alcohol and 
mental health that are part of some people's Community Order. 
 
Looking at the examples, since ^CODateMY, have you had help or advice with drugs, alcohol 
or your mental health as part of your Community Order? 
(Multicode) 

1. Drug treatment 
2. Alcohol treatment 
3. Mental health treatment 
4. None of these 

 
Showcard D2A 

1. Drugs 
 
Activities such as: 
Residential or non residential treatment 
Counselling 
Rehab 
Group sessions 
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Or courses such as: 

ASRO – Addressing Substance-Related Offending 
PRISM – Programme for Reducing Individual Substance Misuse 
OSAP – Offender Substance Abuse Programme 

 
Or something else related to drugs 

 
Showcard D2B 

2. Alcohol 
 
Activities such as: 
Residential or non residential treatment 
Counselling 
Rehab 
Group sessions 
 
Or courses such as: 

ASRO – Addressing Substance-Related Offending 
PRISM – Programme for Reducing Individual Substance Misuse 
OSAP – Offender Substance Abuse Programme 
Alcohol Free Good Lives Programme 

 
Or something else related to alcohol   

 
Showcard D2C 

3. Your mental health 
 

Activities such as: 
Counselling 
Group sessions 
Seeing a psychologist or psychiatrist 
 
Or something else related to mental health 

 
D4REQA  
Showcard D3 
As part of their Community Order, some people participate in programmes or courses like the 
ones on this card that focus on violent or aggressive behaviour. 
 
These can be one to one or group sessions you go to for a few weeks or throughout your 
Community Order. 
 
Since ^CODateMY, have you been on one of these courses or one like them as part of your 
Community Order?  
(Multicode) 

1. Yes - one (or more) of listed courses 
2. Yes - another course of this type 
3. No - not been on a course like this 

 
Showcard 
Courses or programmes that try to help people change the way they think about their actions 
such as aggression and violence.  This could be  
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Activities such as: 
Counselling 
Group sessions  
Reparation to victims or persons affected by your offences 
 

Or programmes such as 
ART – Aggression Replacement Training 
CALM – Controlling Anger and Learning to Manage 
IDAP – Integrated Domestic Abuse Programme 
CDVP – Community Domestic Violence Programme   
COVAID – Control of Violence for Angry Impulsive Drinkers 

 
Or another programme, course or activity focusing on violence or aggression 
   
D4REQB 
Showcard D4 
Some people participate in programmes or courses like the ones on this card that focus on 
sexual offending behaviour. 
 
Since ^CODateMY, have you been on one of these courses or courses like them as part of 
your Community Order? 
(Multicode) 

1. Yes - one (or more) of listed courses 
2. Yes - another course of this type 
3. No - not been on a course like this 

 
Showcard 
Courses or programmes that try to help people change the way they think about sexual 
offending. This could be  
 
Activities such as: 
 Counselling 

Group sessions  
 

Or programmes such as 
C-SOGP – Community Sex Offender Group Programme 
C-SOGP – Thames Valley Sex Offender Group Programme 
C-SOGP – Northumbria Sex Offender Group Programme 
Internet Sexual Offending Treatment Programme 

 
Or another programme, course or activity related to sexual offending 
 
D4REQC 
Showcard D5 
Some people participate in programmes or courses like the ones on this card that that try to 
help them change how they think about their actions and avoid re-offending. 
 
Since <start of order>, have you been on one of these courses or one like them as part of 
your Community Order? 
Interviewer: Do not include courses already mentioned in this section 

1. Yes - one (or more) of listed courses 
2. Yes - another course of this type 
3. No - not been on a course like this 
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Showcard: 
Courses or programmes that try to help people change the way they think about their actions 
to avoid re-offending.   
 
Examples of courses include:  

ETS - Enhanced Thinking Skills 
TSP –Thinking Skills Programme 
Think First 
R&R – Reasoning and Rehabilitation 
Priestley one to one 
Cognitive Skills Booster  
Women’s Acquisitive Crime 
DID – Drink Impaired Drivers Programme 
 

Or any other activities focusing on changing offending behaviour 
 
D5REQ 
Showcard D6 
As part of their Community Order, some people do other courses and activities like the ones 
on this card that try to help them gain new skills and manage their lives. 
 
Since <start of order>, have you been on one of these courses or one like them as part of 
your Community Order? 
 
(If yes, check) 
These should be things that the Probation Office helped arrange for you or told you to do. 

1. Work-related training 
2. Educational course 
3. Debt counselling 
4. Basic skills - reading, writing, maths 
5. Parenting skills 
6. Something else 
7. No - nothing like this 

 
(If Other in D5Req) 
D5ReqO 
Interviewer: Record other course/activity 
 
(If D5Req.Cardinal> 1) 
D5ReqWch 
Showcard D6 
And which of those would you say takes up or took up the most time? 
Chose between categories given above. 
 
D6NotR 
Some people do other courses aimed at helping them avoid offending that are not part of 
their Community Order and may have been arranged by someone other than a Probation 
Officer. 
 
Since ^CODateMY, have you done any course or activity aimed at avoiding offending that 
was not part of your Community Order?:  

1. Yes 
2. No 
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(If D6NotR=Yes) 
D6NotO 
What was this course or activity? (Open) 
  
(Ask all) 
D7NotS 
Are there any elements of your order that should have started by now but that have not 
started? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
DWorkE to DSuper should be derived binary variables flagging the 12 requirements based 
on responses in Block D these control entry into the Blocks E to K. These are set to zero 
unless a positive response has been recorded in Block D. 
 
For D5Req, for entry into currently prioritising in order of list   
 
DWorkE 
Flag for unpaid work (if D2REQ=1) 
DWorkE unpaid work routes to Module E 
 
DDrugsI 
Flag for drugs treatment (if D3REQ=1) 
DDrugsI drugs treatment routes to Module I 
 
DAlcoH 
Flag for alcohol treatment (if D3REQ=2) 
DAlcoH alcohol treatment routes to Module H 
 
DMentJ 
Flag for mental health treatment (if D3REQ=3) 
DMentJ mental health treatment routes to Module J 
 
DProgK 
Flag for attending a programme (if D4REQA=1 or 2 or D4REQB=1 or 2 or D4REQC=1 or 2) 
 
DProgK programme routes to Module K 
Loop for each of D4REQA, D4REQB and D4REQC  
If D4REQA=1 or 2 OR D4REQB=1or 2 OR D4REQC=1 or 2 
Maximum loops=3 
 
DCurfF 
Flag for curfew (if D2REQ=2) 
DCurfF curfew/monitoring/tagging routes to Module F 
Maximum number of loops of module F=3 
 
DSActG 
Flag for specified activity (if D5REQ=1 to 6) 
DSActG specified activity routes to Module G 
Only go through Block G for one of mentions in D5Req 
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DExclF 
Flag for exclusion (if D2REQ=3) 
DEXclF exclusion routes to Module F 
Maximum number of loops of module F=3 
 
DPlaceG 
Flag for residence in designated place (if D2REQ=4) 
DPlaceG residence in designated place routes to Module G 
 
DPActF 
Flag for prohibited activity (if D2REQ=5) 
DPActF prohibited activity routes to Module F 
Maximum number of loops of module F=3 
 
DCentG 
Flag for attendance centre (if D2REQ=6) 
DCentG attendance centre routes to Module G 
 
DSuper 
Flag for supervision (if ModuleB.B1REQ=1) 
DSuper supervision does not route to specific questions 
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Module E: Requirement – Unpaid work 
 
(Route to Module E if D2req=1)  
 
EIntro 
You mentioned earlier that you have to do unpaid work as a part of your sentence… 
 
Ecur 
Are you currently doing any unpaid work? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If Ecur=No) 
ERec 
For the next few questions I would like to think about when you were most recently doing 
unpaid work 
 
Eopt 
Before you started doing unpaid work, did you discuss the type of unpaid work you would 
prefer to do with your Probation Officer? 

1. Yes  
2. No 

 
EOMlis 
To what extent did your Probation Officer listen to you when he/she decided the type of 
unpaid work you are/were doing? 
Would you say… 

1. A lot 
2. A little 
3. Not at all? 

 
Elist 
And how much do you think our Probation Officer listened to you when he/she decided when 
you would do the hours of unpaid work you ^are/were doing 
Would you say… 

1. A lot 
2. A little 
3. Not at all? 

 
Interviewer note: Refers to number of days worked per week, whether mornings or 
afternoons etc. 
 
Edis 
Since you began your unpaid work, to what extent ^does/did ^CNamePO ask about how 
things ^are/were going with it? Would you say... (Read out) 

1. A lot 
2. A little 
3. Not at all? 
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EBegD 
On which date did you start doing unpaid work as part of your Community Order? 
Interviewer: Record day of month here. 
(Enter month and date at following questions.) 
Enter '15' if cannot guess: 1…31 
 
EBegM 
Interviewer: Enter the month 
 
EBegY 
Enter year of start here. 
If cannot give answer, code '1900': 1900...2012 
 
EBegDate 
Computed from above three questions 
 
(If ECur=No) 
EEndPD 
On which date did you finish doing unpaid work? 
Interviewer record day of month first. 
Code '15' if cannot guess.": 1…31 
 
EEndPM 
Interviewer enter the month 
 
EEndPY 
Enter year finished here. 
If cannot give answer, code '1900'.": 1900...2012 
 
EEndPDate 
Computed from above three questions: DateType 
 
Derive Elength 
Calculating the length of unpaid work i.e. the time period between EBegDate and EEndDate 
or the time period between EBegDate and EEndPDate 
 
Ehours 
How many hours of unpaid work ^do/did you have to complete as a part of your Community 
Order?  
1…397 
 
EUWorkC 
Is this the same number as when you were first sentenced? 
If 'No' probe: Has it increased or decreased? 

1. Yes - same 
2. No - number was increased 
3. No - number was decreased 

 
EhoursT 
And how many hours of unpaid work do/did you work during a typical week? 
1...60 hours 
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Ecomply 
Have/did you missed/miss any days of your unpaid work for any reason? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If Ecomply=yes) 
EcomplyF 
How many sessions have/did you missed/miss 
Would you say…(Read out) 

1. One or two 
2. A few 
3. About half 
4. Most 
5. Or all of them? 

 
(If Ecomply=yes) 
EcompW 
What were the reasons for missing a day/days? 
 
(If Ecomply=yes) 
EComE 
Has this resulted in any enforcement actions such as warnings or breaches? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If Ecomply not 8 then ECompW) 
 
(If Enow=1 i.e. currently doing unpaid work) 
Etyp 
What sort of unpaid work ^are/were you doing?  
Interviewer: Please code into the 5 categories 

1. Cleaning/garbage (e.g. Removing graffiti, Removing litter, Cleaning, Recycling), 
2. Community (e.g. Charity shop, Luncheon Club, Community safety) 
3. Improvement work (e.g. Gardening, Landscaping, Painting and decorating, Building 

maintenance) 
4. Production (e.g. factory, work with animals, unpaid work workshop) 
5. Other 

 
(If Etyp=other) 
ETypO 
What ^is/was the unpaid work you ^are/were doing?  
(Open) 
 
Edem 
Would you say the unpaid work is/was…(Read out) 

1. Very demanding 
2. Quite demanding 
3. Not very demanding 
4. Or not at all demanding? 
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Ehar 
Considering your offence, do you think the unpaid work you are/were doing is/was? 

1. Much too harsh 
2. A bit too harsh 
3. About right 
4. A bit too easy 
5. Much too easy 

 
Eben 
Thinking about the work you have done. How much would you say it has benefited the 
community? Would you say…(Read out) 

1. A lot 
2. A little, or  
3. Not at all ? 

 
Eskill 
Showcard E1 
Which of these skills, if any, have you gained during your unpaid work experience? 

1. Knowledge of Health and Safety  
2. Woodwork 
3. Customer service skills 
4. Specific technical skills  
5. IT skills 
6. First aid 
7. Cooking skills  
8. A qualification or award 
9. Other, please specify 
10. None 

 
(If ESkill=other) 
ESkillO 
Which other skills have you gained? (Open) 
 
Ebeno 
Showcard E2 
Which of these skills, if any, have you gained or improved during your unpaid work 
experience? 
(Multicode)  

1. Working in a team 
2. Solving problems 
3. Organising my time 
4. Increased confidence 
5. Other, please specify → 
6. None 

 
(If Ebeno=other) 
EBenOO 
Which other skills have you gained? (Open) 
 
ESuper 
I'd now like to ask you about the person who ^supervises/supervised your unpaid work. 
If more than one: Please think about the person you ^see/saw most often, or who you feel 
^is/was the main supervisor. 
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Eund 
Showcard XI 
I believe that my supervisor understands my needs well 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 

 
Esupp 
Showcard XI 
My unpaid work supervisor supports me in my daily life 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 

 
EMotiv 
Showcard XI 
My unpaid work supervisor motivates me to make improvements to my life 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 

 
ESKRl 
Overall, would you describe your relationship with your supervisor as... (Read out) 

1. Excellent 
2. Good 
3. OK 
4. Not very good 
5. Or bad?  

 
Ewhyr 
Showcard E3 
Please look at this card and tell me why you believe your sentence includes unpaid work. 
(Multicode)  

1. To help me 
2. To protect me 
3. To protect someone else 
4. To get me off the streets 
5. To teach me new skills 
6. To make me give something back to the community 
7. To punish me for the crime 
8. Another reason, please specify 

 
(If Ewhyr=other ) 
EWhyO 
What is the other reason? (Open) 
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(If more than one answer in Ewhyr) 
Ewhyb 
Showcard E3 
And which of these do you think is the most important reason for your sentence to include 
unpaid work? 

1. To help me 
2. To protect me 
3. To protect someone else 
4. To get me off the streets 
5. To teach me new skills 
6. To make me give something back to the community 
7. To punish me for the crime 
8. Another reason, please specify 
 

Ecommit 
Showcard X1 
How much do you agree or disagree with the following statement 
The unpaid work experience ^makes/made me less likely to commit crime 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 
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Module F: Requirement of sentence (curfew, exclusion, 
prohibited activities) (If D2REQ=2, 3, 5) 
 
You mentioned earlier that one of the requirements for your sentence is <a curfew, exclusion, 
a prohibited activity>… 
 
Fcur 
You mentioned earlier that one of the requirements for your sentence is <insert 
requirement>. 
Does this apply to you currently:  

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If FCur=No) 
FRec 
For the next few questions I would like you to think about when the <insert requirement> 
most recently applied 
 
Fdis 
Since the <insert requirement> began. To what extent does/did <insert name of PO> ask 
about how things are/were going with it.  
Would you say…(Read out) 

1. A lot 
2. A little 
3. Not at all 

 
Fbeg 
On which date did the <insert requirement> begin? 
 
FBegD 
On which date did the ^LReqTxt begin? 
Interviewer: Record day of month first. 
Code as '15' if cannot guess: 1...31 
 
FBegM 
Interviewer: Enter the month: months 
 
FBegY 
Enter year of start here. 
If cannot give answer, code '1900': 1900…2013 
 
FBegDate 
Computed from above three questions: DateType 
 
(If FCur=No) 
FEndPD 
And when did it end? 
Instruct 
Interviewer: Record day of month: 1…31 
(Enter month and year at following questions.) 
If not sure, encourage a guess.  If cannot give answer, code '1900':  
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FEndPM 
Interviewer: Enter the month 
 
FEndPY 
Interviewer: Enter year here 
1900…2009 
 
(Insert computed date variable) 
 
FEndPDate 
Computed from above three question 
 
(If REQ6=Curfew) 
Fhou 
How many hours a day was/is your curfew? 
Interviewer: note, the minimum is 2 hours, but the norm is 12 hours over night 
1….24 
 
Felec 
(If D2REQ=Curfew or exclusion or D2REQ=electronic monitoring) 
Do/did you have to wear an electronic tagging device as a part of your order? 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don’t know 

 
Felho 
(If yes to electronic tagging in D2REQ or Felec) 
For how many hours a day do/did you have to wear the electronic tagging device? 
Interviewer: Code '24' if worn all the time." 
1….24 
 
(If B1REQ=Curfew) 
Felvi 
Did a person from the Probation Service or tagging service visit your home before you were 
sentenced to electronic tagging? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
Fexl 
(If exclusion) 
What is/was the type of place you are/were excluded from? 
Interviewer: We don't need a specific name, just the type of place such as pub, school etc.: 
(Open) 
 
Fpro 
(If prohibited activities) 
You mentioned certain activities were prohibited to you as a part of your sentence. Which 
particular activities are you excluded from?  
(Open) 
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FComply 
Would you say you ^have always followed the rules of what ^is/was required?:  

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If FComply=No) 
Fcompdg 
Have you followed them... (Read out) 

1. Mostly 
2. Sometimes 
3. Or hardly at all? 

 
Finfo 
Showcard X1 
Thinking about your experience with your <curfew, exclusion, prohibited activity>, overall, 
how much do you agree or disagree with the following statements: 
I received enough information about the <curfew, exclusion, prohibited activity> before it 
began? 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 

 
Finfoo 
Showcard X1 
The rest of my household received enough information about the <curfew, exclusion, 
prohibited activity> before it began? 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 
6. (Do not read out): No other members of household 

 
Ffrie 
Showcard X1 
The <curfew/exclusion/prohibited activity> has/had an influence on which friends I 
spend/spent my time with? 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 
6. (Do not read out): No friends 

 
Ffam 
How easy or difficult is it for you to fit your <curfew, exclusion, prohibited activity> around 
your other commitments  

1. Very easy 
2. Quite Easy 
3. Quite difficult 
4. or very difficult 
5. (Do not read out):  No commitments 
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Fwhyr 
Showcard F1 
Please look at this showcard and tell me why you believe your sentence includes <insert 
specific requirement> (Multicode possible) 

1. To help me 
2. To protect me 
3. To protect someone else 
4. To get me off the streets 
5. To teach me new skills 
6. To make me give something back to the community 
7. To punish me for the crime 
8. Another reason, please specify 
9. (Not on showcard): None of these 

 
(If FWhyr=other) 
FWhyO 
What is the other reason?  
 
Fwhyb 
Showcard F1 
If several answers in Fwhyr 
And which of these do you think is the most important reason for your sentence to include 
the  <insert requirement>  

1. To help me 
2. To protect me 
3. To protect someone else 
4. To get me off the streets 
5. To teach me new skills 
6. To make me give something back to the community 
7. To punish me for the crime 
8. Another reason, please specify 

 
Fcommit 
How much do you agree or disagree with the following statement 
Showcard X1 
The  <insert requirement> ^makes/made me less likely to commit a crime  

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 
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Module G: Requirement of sentence (specified activity, 
residence in designated place, attendance centre) 
 
Gcur 
You mentioned earlier that one of the requirements for your sentence is <a specified activity, 
residence in a designated place, attendance at an attendance centre>… 
Does this apply to you currently? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If Gcur=No) 
GRec 
For the next few questions I would like you to think about when you did <insert requirement> 
most recently 
 
Gres 
(If residence in a designated place)  
You mentioned that you ^have/had to live somewhere decided by the court as a part of your 
Community Order. 
What type of place ^do/did you have to live in? 
Interviewer: Do not collect the actual address - just the type of place. Prompt as necessary 

1. My own address 
2. Home of parents / family 
3. A hostel / Probation Hostel 
4. Other (specify) 

 
(If Other in GRes) 
GResO 
Interviewer: record other answer (Open) 
 
Gcen 
(If attendance centre) 
You mentioned that you go/went to an attendance centre as a part of your sentence. 
What activities do you have to do? 
Probe fully: (Open) 
 
Gdis 
Since you began the <insert requirement>. To what extent does/did <insert name of PO> ask 
about how things are/were going with it  
Would you say…(Read out) 

1. A lot 
2. A little 
3. Not at all? 

 
GComply 
Would you say you ^have always followed the rules of what ^is/was required? 

1. Yes 
2. No 
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(If No in GComply) 
Gcompdg 
Have you followed them... (Read out) 

1. Mostly 
2. Sometimes 
3. Or hardly at all? 

 
Ginfo 
Showcard X1 
How much do you agree or disagree with the following statement? 
 
I received enough information about the <specified activity, residence in a designated place, 
attendance at an attendance centre> before it began? 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 

 
GBegD 
On which date did you begin the ^LActTxt? 
Interviewer: Record day of month here. 
Code '15' if cannot guess 1...31 
 
GBegM 
Interviewer: Enter the month 
 
GBegY 
Enter year of start here. 
If cannot give answer, code '1900': 1900...2012 
 
GBegDate  
Insert computed date variable based on previous three variables 
 
(If GCur=No) 
GEndpD 
And on which date did it end? 
Interviewer record day of month first. 
Code '15' if cannot guess: 1…31 
 
GEndpM 
Interviewer: Enter the month 
 
GEndpY 
Enter year finished here. 
If cannot give answer, code '1900': 1900...2012 
 
GEndpDate 
Computed from above three questions: DateType 
 
Derive variable Glen, length, based on GBegDate (start), and either GEndDate or 
GEndpDate as end date) 
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(If D6REQAC=Attendance at activity centre) 
GlenA 
How many hours in total ^have/did you ^spent/spend at the Attendance Centre ? 
Interviewer: note, the maximum is 36 hours, maximum attendance is 3 hours per day. 1….36 
 
Gfre 
(If specified activity or attendance centre) 
How often do/did you go to the <insert requirement>? 

1. Every day 
2. 2-3 times per week 
3. Once per week 
4. Once a fortnight 
5. Once per month 
6. Less often than once a month 

 
Gsuper 
I'd now like to ask you about the main member of staff you see/saw at the <insert 
requirement>. 
What is/was their job title? 
Interviewer: Prompt as necessary - this will be used in text fills.   

1. Supervisor 
2. Instructor 
3. Team leader 
4. Other 

 
(If Gsuper=other Then GsuperO) 
GSuperwO 
Interviewer: Record a job title (Open) 
 
Gund 
Showcard X1 
I believe that my <insert response from Gsuperw> understands my needs well 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 

 
Gsupp 
Showcard X1 
My <insert response from Gsuperw> supports me in my daily life? 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 
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GMotiv 
Showcard X1 
My <insert response from Gsuperw> motivates me to make improvements to my life 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 

 
GSKRl  
Overall, would you describe your relationship with  <insert response from Gsuperw>…as 
Interviewer: Read out 

1. Excellent 
2. Good 
3. OK 
4. Not very good, or  
5. Bad?  

 
Gwhyr 
Showcard G1 
Please look at this showcard and tell me why you believe your sentence includes <insert 
specific requirement> (Multicode possible) 

1. To help me 
2. To protect me 
3. To protect someone else 
4. To get me off the streets 
5. To teach me new skills 
6. To make me give something back to the community 
7. To punish me for the crime 
8. Another reason, please specify 
9. (Not on Showcard): None of these 

 
(Hard check, None is an exclusive code) 
 
GWhyO 
What is the other reason? Open 

 
Gwhyb 
Showcard G1 
If several answers in Gwhyr 
And which of these do you think is the most important reason for your sentence to include 
the <insert requirement>? 

1. To help me 
2. To protect me 
3. To protect someone else 
4. To get me off the streets 
5. To teach me new skills 
6. To make me give something back to the community 
7. To punish me for the crime 
8. Another reason, please specify 
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Gcommit 
Showcard X1 
How much do you agree or disagree with the following statement 
The <insert requirement has made me less likely to commit crime. 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 
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Module H: Requirement of sentence (alcohol treatment) 
(If D6REQA=1) 
 
HIntro 
You mentioned earlier that alcohol treatment is a part of your Community Order... 
 
HCur 
Are you currently receiving alcohol treatment, advice or help? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If HCur=No) 
HRec 
For the next few questions I would like you to think about when you were most recently 
receiving treatment 
 
HDis 
Since you began your alcohol treatment, to what extent ^does/did ^CNamePO ask about how 
things ^are/were going? 
Would you say... (Read out) 

1. A Lot 
2. A Little 
3. Not at all? 

 
HTypes 
Showcard H1 
As part of your Community Order, which of these types of alcohol-related courses and 
treatments are you receiving or have you received since ^CODateMY? 
(Multicode) 

1. Detox in a hospital 
2. Detox as an outpatient or in your own home 
3. Rehab programme 
4. AA (Alcoholics Anonymous) meetings 
5. Group sessions 
6. Counselling (one to one) 
7. A course about alcohol and offending 
8. Another type of counselling service 
9. Another, non counselling based service 
10. (Not on showcard): None of these 

 
(If Multicoded AT HTypes - allow only codes coded at HTypes) 
HTreat 
Showcard H1 
Which of these types of alcohol-related courses and treatments will you be talking about? 
 
Codes selected at HTypes 
 
HBegD 
On which date did the alcohol treatment begin? 
Interviewer: Record day of month first. 
Code '15' if cannot guess: 1…31 
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HBegM 
Interviewer: Enter the month: Months 
 
HBegY 
Enter year of start here. 
If cannot give answer, code '1900': 1900...2012 
 
HBegDate 
Computed from above three questions 
 
(If HCur=No) 
HEndpD 
And on which date did it end? 
Interviewer: Record day of month first. 
Code '15' if cannot guess: 1...31 
 
HEndpM 
Interviewer: Enter the month: Months 
 
HEndpY 
Enter year ended here. 
If cannot give answer, code '1900': 1900...2012 
 
HEndpDate 
Computed from above three questions: DateType 
 
Derive HLen 
Length of treatment 
 
(If Htreat=not hospital or other) 
Htreaf 
And how often do/did you see someone in relation to your treatment or other help? 
Would you say... (Read out) 

1. Every day  
2. 2-3 times per week 
3. About once per week 
4. About once every two weeks 
5. About once every a month 
6. Less often than once a month 

 
HSuper 
I'd now like to ask you about the main member of staff you ^see/saw during the alcohol 
treatment. 
What ^is/was their job title? 
If not sure: I will refer to this person as 'the counsellor' in the next few questions.  

1. Counsellor 
2. Supervisor 
3. Instructor 
4. Team leader 
5. Facilitator 
6. Other 
7. None 
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(If HSuper=other) 
HSuperwO 
What ^is/was their role (Open) 
 
Thinking about this person, overall, how much do you agree or disagree with the following 
statements: 
Hund 
Showcard X1 
I believe that my <insert response from Hsuperw> understands my needs well 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 

 
Hsupp 
Showcard X1 
My <insert response from Hsuperw> supports me in my daily life? 

1. Strongly Agree 
2. agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree 
5. Strongly disagree 

 
HMotiv 
Showcard X1 
My  <insert response from Hsuperw> motivates me to make improvements to my life 

1. Strongly Agree 
2. agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree 
5. Strongly disagree 

 
HSKRl 
Overall, how would you describe your relationship with <insert response from 
Hsuperw>…Interviewer: Read out 

1. Excellent 
2. Good 
3. OK 
4. Not very good, or  
5. Bad?  

 
Hwhyr 
Showcard H2 
Please look at this showcard and tell me why you believe your sentence includes <insert 
specific requirement> (Multicode possible) 

1. To help me 
2. To protect me 
3. To protect someone else 
4. To get me off the streets 
5. To teach me new skills 
6. To make me give something back to the community 
7. To punish me for the crime 
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8. Another reason, please specify 
9. (Not on showcard): None of these 

 
(Hard check, None is an exclusive code) 
 
(If HWhyr=other) 
HWhyO 
What is the other reason? (Open) 
 
Hwhyb 
Showcard H2 
If several answers in Hwhyr 
And which of these do you think is the most important reason for your sentence to include 
alcohol treatment?  

1. To help me 
2. To protect me 
3. To protect someone else 
4. To get me off the streets 
5. To teach me new skills 
6. To make me give something back to the community 
7. To punish me for the crime 
8. Another reason, please specify 

 
Hcommit 
Showcard X1 
How much do you agree or disagree with the following statement 
I believe my alcohol treatment has made me less likely to commit crime 

1. Strongly Agree 
2. agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree 
5. Strongly disagree 

 

Motivation scale (alcohol) 
HGain 
What ^do/did you hope to gain or achieve by entering treatment? 
Interviewer: Code spontaneous answer – do not prompt. Code all that apply 

1. Totally stop drinking 
2. Reduce drinking 
3. Improve health 
4. Improve employment chances 
5. Improve education 
6. Improve relationships 
7. Sort life out/get it together  
8. Get kids back/contact with kids  
9. Keep someone happy (family, partner etc)  
10. Sort out other family issues 
11. Sort out finances 
12. Sort out accommodation 
13. Receive script/prescription 
14. Referral to another alcohol service 
15. Avoid a sentence 
16. Look better in court 
17. Get out of crime/stop getting in legal trouble 
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18. Just see what happens/what’s available 
19. Get care worker/someone to talk to  
20. Other clear goal (please specify) 
21. No clear goals 

 
(Hard check if multiple codes selected including none, ‘None' is an exclusive code.) 
 
(If other clear goal at HGain) 
HGainO 
Interviewer: Record other answer (Open) 
 
(If more than one response at HGain) 
Himport 
Is there one of these things that is more important to you than the others? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If Himport=yes) 
Hwhone 
Which one? 

1. Totally stop drinking 
2. Reduce drinking 
3. Improve health 
4. Improve employment chances 
5. Improve education 
6. Improve relationships 
7. Sort life out/get it together  
8. Get kids back/contact with kids  
9. Keep someone happy (family, partner etc)  
10. Sort out other family issues 
11. Sort out finances 
12. Sort out accommodation 
13. Receive script/prescription 
14. Referral to another alcohol service 
15. Avoid a sentence 
16. Look better in court 
17. Get out of crime/stop getting in legal trouble 
18. Just see what happens/what’s available 
19. Get care worker/someone to talk to  
20. Other clear goal (please specify) 

 
(Hwhone only displays those answers coded at HGain) 
 
H1mot 
Showcard X1 
Please choose an answer from this card to say how much you agree or disagree with the 
following statements. 
Without the alcohol treatment I am sure that I would end up in prison 

1. Strongly Agree 
2. agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree 
5. Strongly disagree 
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H2mot  
Showcard X1 
(Please say how much you agree or disagree with the following statements) 
I am sure that I would still have received treatment regardless of my sentence. 

1. Strongly Agree 
2. agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree 
5. Strongly disagree 

 
H4mot 
Showcard X1 
(Please say how much you agree or disagree with the following statements.) 
It is more important to me than anything else that I stop drinking. 
Interviewer: Probe if don't know, 'Is it that you neither agree nor disagree with the question?' 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 

 
H5mot 
Showcard X1 
(Please say how much you agree or disagree with the following statements.) 
I don't really believe that I have to be in treatment to stop drinking, I can stop anytime I want. 
Interviewer: Probe if don't know, 'Is it that you neither agree nor disagree with the question?' 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 
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Module I: Requirement of sentence (drug treatment) 
(If D6REQD=1) 
 
IIntro 
You mentioned earlier that drug treatment is a part of your Community Order… 
 
ICur 
Are you currently receiving any drug treatment, advice or help? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If ICur=No) 
IRec 
For the next few questions I would like you to think about when you were most recently 
receiving treatment 
 
Idis 
Since you began your drug treatment to what extent ^does/did ^CNamePO ask about how 
things ^are/were going with your drug treatment. Would you say… 

1. A lot 
2. A little 
3. Not at all? 

 
IBegD 
On which date did you start your drug treatment? 
Interviewer: Record day of month first. 
Code '15' if cannot guess: 1…31 
 
IBegM 
Interviewer: Enter the month: Months 
 
IBegY 
Enter year of start here. 
If cannot give answer, code '1900': 1900…2012 
 
IBegDate 
Computed from above three questions 
 
(If ICur=No) 
IEndpD 
And on which date did it end? 
Interviewer: record day of month first. 
Code '15' if cannot guess: 1...31 
 
IEndpM 
Interviewer: Enter the month: Months 
 
IEndpY 
Enter year ended here. 
If cannot give answer, code '1900': 1900…2012 
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IEndpDate 
Computed from above three questions: DateType 
 
Derive ILen 
Length of treatment 
 
Itrea 
Showcard I1 
What type or types of treatment ^do/did you receive? 
Code all that apply: 

1. Detox 
2. Residential rehab programme 
3. Prescribed a substitute drug (e.g. methadone or buprenorphine/ Subutex) by a 

GP/family doctor or another community drugs service 
4. Group counselling (not part of a residential programme) 
5. Individual or one-to-one counselling 
6. Other type of counselling service 
7. Other, non-counselling based service 
8. Do not receive treatment (Not on card) 

 
(If Itreat=other) 
ItreaO 
Interviewer: Record the other type of treatment (Open) 
 
(If Itreat=Individual or one-to-one training) 
Ione 
How often ^do/did you see your individual counsellor or key worker for a one-to-one 
session?  
This does not include brief sessions that take less than 15 mins, or sessions that were 
offered but that you don’t go to. Is it…(Read out) 
Group sessions shouldn’t be included, one-to-one sessions only 

1. Every day 
2. 2-3 times per week 
3. Once per week 
4. Once per 2 weeks 
5. Once per 4 weeks/month 
6. Less often than 1 per month 
7. Never 

 
(If Itreat=Group counselling) 
Igroup 
How often do/did you attend group sessions?  
Don’t include brief sessions that take less than 15 mins or sessions that were offered but that 
you don’t go to. Is it…(Read out) 

1. Every day 
2. 2-3 times per week 
3. Once per week 
4. Once per 2 weeks 
5. Once per 4 weeks/month 
6. Less often than 1 per month 
7. Never 
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Iper 
And now I would like to ask you a few questions about the main member of staff you 
see/saw as a part of your drug treatment 
What is their job title? 
Probe: This could be the person from one-to-one sessions or the facilitator in your group 
sessions. 
If not sure: I will refer to this person as the counsellor in the next few questions 

1. Counsellor 
2. Supervisor 
3. Instructor 
4. Team leader 
5. Facilitator 
6. Other 

 
(If IPer=other) 
ISuperwO 
Interviewer: Record job title 
 
Iund 
Showcard X1 
Thinking about this person, overall, how much do you agree or disagree with the following 
statements: 
I believe that my <insert job title> understands my needs well 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 

 
Isupp 
Showcard X1 
My <insert job title> supports me in my daily life? 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 

 
IMotiv 
Showcard X1 
My <insert job title> motivates me to make improvements to my life 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 
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ISKRl  
Overall, how would you describe your relationship with your <insert job title> as… 
Interviewer: Read out 

1. Excellent 
2. Good 
3. OK 
4. Not very good, or,  
5. Bad?  

 
Iwhyr 
Showcard I2 
Please look at this card and tell me why you believe your sentence includes drug treatment? 
(Multicode) 

1. To help me 
2. To protect me 
3. To protect someone else 
4. To get me off the streets 
5. To teach me new skills 
6. To make me give something back to the community 
7. To punish me for the crime 
8. Another reason, please specify 
9. (Not on showcard): None of these 

 
(Hard check, None is an exclusive code) 
 
(If IWhyr=other) 
IWhyO 
What is the other reason? 
 
Iwhyb 
If several answers in Iwhyr  
Showcard I2 
And which of these do you think is the most important reason why your sentence include 
drug treatment 

1. To help me 
2. To protect me 
3. To protect someone else 
4. To get me off the streets 
5. To teach me new skills 
6. To make me give something back to the community 
7. To punish me for the crime 
8. Another reason, please specify 

 
Icommit 
Showcard X1 
How much do you agree or disagree with the following statement 
I believe my drug treatment ^makes/made me less likely to commit a crime 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 
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Drugs motivation scale 
IGain 
What ^do/did you hope to gain or achieve by entering treatment? 
Code spontaneous answer – do not prompt.  
Code all that apply 

1. Stop taking all drugs 
2. Stop taking specific drug(s) 
3. Reduce all drug use 
4. Reduce use of specific drugs 
5. Improve health 
6. Improve employment chances 
7. Improve education 
8. Improve relationships 
9. Sort life out/get it together  
10. Get kids back/contact with kids  
11. Keep someone happy (family, partner etc)  
12. Sort out other family issues 
13. Sort out finances 
14. Sort out accommodation 
15. Receive script/prescription 
16. Referral to another drug service 
17. Avoid a sentence 
18. Look better in court 
19. Get out of crime/stop getting in legal trouble 
20. Just see what happens/what’s available 
21. Get care worker/someone to talk to  
22. Other clear goal (please specify) 
23. No clear goals  

 
(Hard check if multiple codes selected including none, "'None' is an exclusive code.") 

 
IGainO 
Interviewer: Record other answer (Open) 

 
(If more than one response at IGain) 
Iimport 
Is there one of these things that is more important to you than the others? 

1. Yes 
2. No 
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(If Iimport=yes) 
Iwhi 
Which one? 

1. Stop taking all drugs 
2. Stop taking specific drug(s) 
3. Reduce all drug use 
4. Reduce use of specific drugs 
5. Improve health 
6. Improve employment chances 
7. Improve education 
8. Improve relationships 
9. Sort life out/get it together  
10. Get kids back/contact with kids  
11. Keep someone happy (family, partner etc)  
12. Sort out other family issues 
13. Sort out finances 
14. Sort out accommodation 
15. Receive script/prescription 
16. Referral to another drug service 
17. Avoid a sentence 
18. Look better in court 
19. Get out of crime/stop getting in legal trouble 
20. Just see what happens/what’s available 
21. Get care worker/someone to talk to  
22. Other clear goal (please specify) 

 
(Iwhi only displays those answers coded at IGain) 
(Hard check if code selected that was not selected at IGain, "Invalid code selected!") 
 
I1mot 
Showcard X1 
Please choose an answer from this card to say how much you agree or disagree with the 
following statements. 
Without the drug treatment I am sure that I would end up in prison 
Interviewer: Probe if don't know, 'Is it that you neither agree nor disagree with the question?' 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 

 
I2mot 
Showcard X1 
(Please say how much you agree or disagree with the following statements.) 
I am sure that I would still have received treatment regardless of my sentence?. 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 

 
(I3mot removed) 
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I4mot 
Showcard X1 
(Please say how much you agree or disagree with the following statements.) 
It is more important to me than anything else that I stop using drugs. 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 

 
I5mot 
Showcard X1 
(Please say how much you agree or disagree with the following statements.) 
I don't really believe that I have to be in treatment to stop using drugs, I can stop anytime I 
want. 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 
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Module J: Requirement of sentence (mental health 
treatment) (If D6REQM=1) 
 
Jcur 
You mentioned earlier that mental health treatment is a part of your Community Order… 
Are you currently receiving mental health treatment, advice or help? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
JRec 
For the next few questions I would like you to think about when you were most recently 
receiving treatment.  
 
Jdis 
Since you began your mental health treatment. To what extent does/did <insert name of PO> 
ask about how things are/were going. Would you say… 

1. A lot 
2. A little 
3. Not at all? 

 
Jtrea 
Showcard J1 
What type or types of treatment ^do/did you receive? 
Code all that apply: 

1. Resident patient of a care home  
2. Resident patient of a hospital,  
3. A non–resident patient of such an institution,  
4. Seeing a medical practitioner  
5. Seeing a chartered psychologist 
6. Group counselling  
7. Individual or one-to-one counselling 
8. Some other type of treatment – specify 
9. Do not receive treatment 

 
(If Jtrea=other) 
JtreaO 
Interviewer: Record the other type of treatment (Open) 
 
JbegD 
On which date did you start your mental health treatment? 
Day 
 
JBegM 
Interviewer: Enter the month: Months 
 
JBegY 
Enter year of start here. 
If cannot give answer, code '1900': 1900...2012 
 
JBegDate 
Computed from above three questions 
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(If ICur=No) 
JEndpD 
And on which date did it end? 
Interviewer: Record day of month first. 
Code '15' if cannot guess: 1...31 
 
JEndpM 
Interviewer: Enter the month: Months 
 
JEndpY 
Enter year ended here. 
If cannot give answer, code '1900': 1900...2012 
 
JEndpDate 
Computed from above three questions: DateType 
 
Derive JLen 
Length of treatment 
 
(If Jtrea=individual one to one counselling) 
JoneF  
How often ^do/did you see your individual counsellor or key worker for a one-to-one 
session?  

1. Every day, 
2. 2-3 times per week, 
3. Once per week, 
4. Once per 2 weeks, 
5. Once per 4 weeks/month, 
6. Less often than 1 per month, 

 
Jgroup 
And how often do you attend group sessions?  

1. Every day, 
2. 2-3 times per week, 
3. Once per week, 
4. Once per 2 weeks, 
5. Once per 4 weeks/month, 
6. Less often than 1 per month, 

 
Jmed 
^Do/Did you have to take any medicine as a part of your treatment?” 

1. Yes 
2. No 
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Jper 
I'd now like to ask you about the main member of staff you ^see/saw as part of your mental 
health treatment. 
What ^is/was their job title? 
If not sure: I will refer to this person as the counsellor in the next few questions." 

1. Counsellor 
2. Consultant 
3. Doctor 
4. Facilitator 
5. Other   

 
(If JPer=other) 
JSuperwO 
Interviewer: Record job title 
 
Jund 
Showcard X1 
I believe that my <insert job title> understands my needs well 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 

 
Jsupp 
Showcard X1 
My <insert job title>supports me in my daily life  

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 

 
JMotiv 
Showcard X1 
My <insert job title> motivates me to make improvements to my life 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 

 
JSKRl  
Overall, how would you describe your relationship with your <insert job title>as… 
Interviewer: Read out 

1. Excellent 
2. Good 
3. OK 
4. Not very good, or  
5. Bad?  
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Jwhyr 
Showcard J2 
Please look at this showcard and tell me why you believe your sentence includes mental 
health treatment (Multicode possible) 

1. To help me 
2. To protect me 
3. To protect someone else 
4. To get me off the streets 
5. To teach me new skills 
6. To make me give something back to the community 
7. To punish me for the crime 
8. Another reason, please specify 
9. (Not on showcard): None of these 

 
(If JWhyr=other) 
JWhyO 
What is the other reason? 
 
(Hard check, None is an exclusive code) 
 
Jwhyb 
Showcard J2 
If several answers in Jwhyr 
And which of these do you think is the most important reason why your sentence include 
mental health treatment  

1. To help me 
2. To protect me 
3. To protect someone else 
4. To get me off the streets 
5. To teach me new skills 
6. To make me give something back to the community 
7. To punish me for the crime 
8. Another reason, please specify 

 
Jcommit 
Showcard X1 
I believe my mental health treatment has me less likely to commit crime 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 
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Module K: Programme evaluation  
 
Respondents are routed into this block if they have answered ‘Listed’ or ‘other’ in either 
D4REQA, D4REQB or D4REQC, Loop for each of these if the respondent has answered 
‘listed’ or ‘other’ in more than one of these questions.  
 
Kcur 
You mentioned earlier that attending a <insert programme> or course is a part of your 
Community Order 
 Are you currently on this programme or course? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If KCur=No) 
KRec 
For the next few questions I would like you to think about when you were most recently 
involved in a <insert textfill with type of programme> programme or course… 
 
Kdis 
Since you began attending the <insert textfill with type of programme>programme. To what 
extent does/did <insert name of PO> ask about how things are/were going with the 
programme? (Read out) 

1. A lot 
2. A little 
3. Not at all  

 

Perception of specific programmes 
KbegD 
When did you begin this programme? 
Year, Month, Day 
 
KBegM 
Interviewer: Enter the month 
 
KBegY 
Enter year of start here. 
If cannot give answer, code '1900': 1900…2012 
 
KBegDate 
Computed from above three questions 
 
(If KCur=No) 
KEndpD 
And on which date did it end? 
Interviewer: Record day of month first. 
Code '15' if cannot guess: 1...31 
 
KEndpM 
Interviewer: Enter the month: Months 
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KEndpY 
Enter year ended here. 
If cannot give answer, code '1900': 1900…2012 
 
KEndpDate 
Computed from above three questions: DateType 
 
Derive KLen 
Length of treatment 
 
Kfre 
About, how many sessions ^have/did you attend(ed)? 1...997 
 
Kfreav 
How often ^do/did you usually attend sessions? 
Read out as necessary 
Every day 

1. Every Day 
2. 6 times a week 
3. 5 times a week 
4. 4 times a week 
5. 3 times a week 
6. 2 times a week  
7. Once a week 
8. Every two weeks 
9. Every three weeks 
10. Every month 
11. Less than once a month 
12. Once only 
13. Never 

 
Kleng 
Typically, how long does/did each session last?  
Interviewer: Code as necessary 

1. Less than 10 minutes 
2. 10 to 19 minutes 
3. 20 to 29 minutes 
4. 30 to 59 minutes 
5. One hour and up to 1 hr 29 mins 
6. One and a half hours and up to 2 hours 
7. Two hours and up to three hours 
8. Three hours and up to five hours 
9. Five hours or more 
10. (Do no read out): Varies too much to give typical 

 
Kcomply 
Have you missed any sessions for any reason? 

1. Yes 
2. No 
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(If Kcomply=yes) 
KcomplyF 
How many sessions have you missed 
Would you say…(Read out) 

1. One or two 
2. A few 
3. About half 
4. Most, or 
5. All of them? 

 
(If Kcomply=yes) 
KcompW 
What were the reasons for missing a session/sessions? 
(Open) 
 
(If Kcomply=yes) 
KComE 
Did this result in any enforcement action, such as warnings or breaches? 

1. Yes 
2. No  

 
(If KEndCur=No) 
Kendw 
Did you complete the <insert textfill with name of programme >? 

1. Yes 
2. No  

 
(If Kendw=No) 
Kendwh 
Why did your participation end early? 
Interviewer: Code into: 

1. Left early because I didn’t like it 
2. Left early because of childcare responsibilities 
3. Left early because of other carer responsibilities 
4. Left early because of work responsibilities 
5. Course ended/closed 
6. Course ended/closed early 
7. Was stopped from attending 
8. Sentence was revoked 
9. In custody 
10. Other 

 
(If KendwH=other) 
Kendwo 
Interviewer: Record other reason (Open) 
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Krig 
Showcard X1 
Overall, thinking about the < insert textfill with type of programme > how much do you agree 
or disagree with the following? 
It was the right programme for me to attend? 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 

 
Krel 
Showcard X1 
Considering my life at the moment I believe the < insert textfill with type of programme > 
^is/was an appropriate part of my sentence 
Loop for all requirements 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 

 
KVolUse  
How useful to you, ^is/was the <insert programme name>? (Read out) 

1. Very useful 
2. Fairly useful 
3. Not very useful 
4. Not at all useful 

 
KSuper 
And now I would like to ask about the person who runs the programme 
If there is more than one, please think about the person you ^see/saw most often, or who you 
feel is the main organiser. 
 
Kund 
Showcard X1 
I believe that my <insert response from Ksuper> understands my needs well 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 

 
Ksupp 
Showcard X1 
My programme <insert response from Ksuper> supports me in my daily life? 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 
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KMotiv 
Showcard X1 
My programme <insert response from Ksuper> motivates me to make improvements to my 
life 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 

 
KSKRl 
Overall, would you describe your relationship with your programme organiser as…Interviewer 
(Read out) 

1. Excellent 
2. Good 
3. OK 
4. Not very good, or  
5. Bad?  

 
Kwhyr 
Showcard K1 
Please look at this showcard and tell me why you believe your sentence includes < insert 
textfill with type of programme > (Multicode) 

1. To help me 
2. To protect me 
3. To protect someone else 
4. To get me off the streets 
5. To teach me new skills 
6. To make me give something back to the community 
7. To punish me for the crime 
8. Another reason, please specify 
9. (Not on showcard): None of these 

 
(Hard check, None is an exclusive code) 
 
(If KWhyr=other Then KWhyO) 
KWhyO 
What is the other reason? (Open) 
 
Kwhyb 
Showcard K1 
If several answers in Kwhyr 
And which of these do you think is the most important reason for your sentence to include < 
insert textfill with type of programme >  

1. To help me 
2. To protect me 
3. To protect someone else 
4. To get me off the streets 
5. To teach me new skills 
6. To make me give something back to the community 
7. To punish me for the crime 
8. Another reason, please specify 
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Kcommit 
Showcard X1 
How much do you agree or disagree with the following statement 
The < insert textfill with type of programme > has me less likely to commit a crime. 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 
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Module L: Risk assessment – basic 
 
(Ask all) 
LIntro 
I would now like to ask you some questions about other aspects of your life. 
 
LEthnic 
Showcard L1 
Firstly, looking at this card, to which ethnic group do you consider yourself to belong? 

1. White – British 
2. White - Irish 
3. White - Any other White background 
4. Mixed - White and Black Caribbean 
5. Mixed - White and Black African 
6. Mixed - White and Asian 
7. Mixed - Any other mixed background 
8. Asian or Asian British – Indian 
9. Asian or Asian British – Pakistani 
10. Asian or Asian British – Bangladeshi 
11. Asian or Asian British - Any other Asian background 
12. Black or Black British – Caribbean 
13. Black or Black British – African 
14. Black or Black British - Any other Black background 
15. Other ethnic groups – Chinese 
16. Other ethnic groups - Any other ethnic group 

 
LVet  
Have you served in the UK armed forces? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If LVet=yes) 
LVetSer 
Which was your service? 

1. Royal Navy 
2. Army 
3. Reserve Forces 
4. Royal Marine 
5. Royal Air Force 
6. Merchant Navy (In war zone) 
7. Other 

 
(If LVetSer=other) 
LVetSerO  
Interviewer: Code respondent's service (Open) 
 
LVjoinY  
In which year did you join the Armed Forces? 
 
LVjoinM 
And in which month was that? 
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LVFin 
Has your service finished? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If yes in LVFin) 
LVendY  
In which year did you end your service (left/discharged)? 
 
LVendM 
And in which month was that? 
 

Accommodation 
LAcc  
Showcard L2 
Some questions now about where you live. 
Which of these best describe where you currently live? 

1. In a house or flat that you (or your partner) own 
2. In a house or flat that you (or your partner) rent 
3. In a house or flat that you (or your partner) part rent and part own (shared ownership) 
4. In a house or flat that a parent owns 
5. In a house or flat that a parent rents 
6. Paying board in a house or flat owned or rented by someone else 
7. Living rent free in a house or flat owned or rented by someone else (but not in a 

squat) 
8. In a squat 
9. In a probation or bail hostel 
10. In a DSS or other hostel  
11. In supported accommodation (e.g. sheltered housing, refuge or foyer) 
12. In any other temporary accommodation (e.g. B&B, night shelter) 
13. Homeless and sleeping rough 
14. Other 

 
(If LAcc=other) 
LAccO 
Interviewer: Record ‘Other’ accommodation. 
 
(If LAcc=rent, share or rent free (2-5)) 
LRent 
Is this property rented from a Local Authority, housing association or private landlord? 

1. Local Authority 
2. Housing association 
3. Private landlord 
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(Ask all) 
LLong 
How long have you been living there? 
Interviewer: Prompt as necessary 

1. Less than 3 months 
2. Between 3 and 6 months 
3. More than 6 months, up to a year 
4. 12 months, but less than 2 years  
5. 2 years, but less than  5 years 
6. 5 years, but less than 10 years 
7. 10 years or more 

 

Education and training 
LEdint 
I’d now like to ask you about your time in education….  
 
LEd 
At what age did you finish your continuous, full-time education at school or college? 

1. Under 13 
2. 13 
3. 14 
4. 15 
5. 16 
6. 17 
7. 18 
8. 19 and over 
9. Still in full time education  
10. Did not attend school 

 
LEQual 
Can I just check, do you have any qualifications? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If LQual=yes) 
LHqua 
Showcard L3 (2 cards) 
Starting from the top, please look down this list of qualifications and tell me the number of the 
first one you come to that you have passed. 

1. Higher degree/post graduate qualifications 
2. First degree, (including B.ed) 

Postgraduate Diplomas/ Certificates (include PGCE) 
Professional qualifications at Degree level (e.g. chartered 
Accountant/surveyor) 
NVQ/SVQ Level 4 or 5 

3. Diplomas in higher education/ other HE qualification 
HNC/ HND/ BTEC higher 
Teaching qualifications for schools/ further education (below degree level) 
Nursing/ other medical qualifications (below degree level) 
RSA Higher Diploma 

4. A/AS levels/ SCE higher/ Scottish Certificate 6 Year Studies 
NVQ/ SVQ/ GSVQ level 3/ GNVQ Advanced 
ONC/ OND/ BTEC National 
City and Guilds Advanced Craft/ Final level/ Part Ill  
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RSA Advanced Diploma 
5. Trade Apprenticeships 
6. 0 level/ GCSE Grades A* to C/ Ordinary Grades 1-3/ 

CSE Grade 1 
NVQ/SVQ/ GSVQ level 2/ GNVQ intermediate 
BTEC/ SCOTVEC first/ General diploma 
City and Guilds Craft/ Ordinary level/ Part II/ RSA Diploma 

7. 0 level/GCSE grade D-G/ SCE Standard/Ordinary grades below 3 
CSE grade 2-5 
NVQ/SVQ/ GSVQ level 1 / GNVQ foundation 
BTEC/ SCOTVEC first/ General certificate 
City and Guilds Part I/ RSA Stage I-Ill 
SCOTVEC modules/ Junior Certificate 

8. Other qualifications including overseas 
 
(If LHqua=Trade) 
LAppWh 
In what trade was your apprenticeship? (Open) 
 

Employment 
(ASK ALL) 
LEmHis 
Showcard L4 
Thinking about the time since you left school, which of the statements on the card apply to 
you? 
Code all that apply 
(Multicoded) 

1. I was never unemployed 
2. I spent most of my time in steady jobs 
3. I mainly did casual or short-term work 
4. I spent most of my time self-employed 
5. I was in work, then out of work, several times over 
6. I spent more time unemployed than in work 
7. I spent most of my time looking after the home and family 
8. I spent a lot of time out of work due to illness, injury or a disability 
9. I spent most of my time in education 
10. I spent most of my time in and out of prison 
11. (Not on showcard): None of these 

 
LEmAct 
In the last seven days, have you done any paid work either as an employee or self-
employed? 
Interviewer: Do not include any unpaid work. 
Code as being in paid work if on short-term leave 

1. Paid work as an employee (including for an agency or as a contractor) 
2. Self-employed work (intending to make a profit) 
3. Off work temporarily (e.g. extended period of sickness or leave from PAID work) 
4. No - not done paid work 

 
(If LEmAct=1 or 2) 
LYrstrt 
When did you start this period of paid work? 
Interviewer: Record year here and month at next question 
1950...2009 
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(If LEmAct=1 or 2) 
LMStrt 
Interviewer: Code month of start of period of work 
January to December 
 
(If LEmAct=1 or 2) 
LStill 
And will you still be in this work next week? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If LEmAct=3 or 4) 
LEmAcO 
Showcard L5 
In the last seven days which one of these activities were you mainly doing? 
Interviewer: Main activity is the activity the respondent spends most of their time doing in the 
daytime on weekdays 

1. Looking for paid work / preparing to be self-employed 
2. Unpaid work (not domestic work) 
3. Activities related to my sentence (attending programmes etc) 
4. A work-related training course 
5. An education course or other training course 
6. Looking after a child / children (in the daytime on a weekday) 
7. Looking after someone sick or disabled (in the daytime on a weekday) 
8. Looking after the home (in the daytime on a weekday) 
9. Off sick / focus was health condition or disability 
10. Retired 
11. Something else 

 
(If LEmAcO=Something else) 
LEmActO 
What were you mainly doing last week? (Open) 
 
(If LEmAct=3 or 4) 
LEmAny 
Since (month / year of sentence from sample), have you done any paid work either as an 
employee or self-employed? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If LEmAny=1 or LEmAct=1 or 2) 
Lwkmany 
Of the weeks since (month / year of sentence from sample) would you say you have actually 
done paid work in... (Read out) 

1. All of them 
2. Most weeks 
3. About half  
4. Some weeks 
5. Or one or two weeks? 

 
(If LEmAny=1) 
LEmSlf 
Thinking about your most recent paid work, was this as an employee or self-employed? 

1. Employee 
2. Self-employed 
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(If in paid work since start of CO) 
LEmOrg 
Thinking about your (current (main) / most recent) job, what (does/did) the organisation you 
(work/worked) for mainly make or do? 
Thinking about your (current work / most recent work), what (does/did) your business mainly 
make or do? 
Describe fully - probe manufacturing or processing or distributing etc. and main goods 
produced, materials used, wholesale or retail etc.  The answer should describe an activity. 
It should not be a vague heading (e.g. not leisure industry, health care, motor trade): (Open) 
 
LEmTit 
What (is/was) your job? 
Interviewer: Probe for job title 
(Open) 
 
LEmHrs 
How many hours per week (do/did) you usually work, excluding meal breaks, but including 
any paid overtime?   
Record usual hours per week: 
1...100 
 
(If LStill=No or LEmAct=3 or 4 and aged < 65) 
LLookWk 
Can I check, are you actively looking for a job as an employee currently or preparing to start 
a business? 
Code all that apply 
(Multicoded) 

1. Yes – looking for job 
2. Yes – preparing to start a business 
3. No – neither 

 

Financial management and income 
(Ask all) 
LFintr 
The next questions are about income and financial management.  
 
LFiSIn  
Showcard L6 
I would like to get some idea of your household’s income. This card shows various possible 
sources of income. Can you please tell me which kinds of income you or members of your 
household receive? 
Code all that apply 
(Multicoded) 

1. Wages and salaries 
2. Self-employment income 
3. Investment income (including interest from savings and investments) 
4. Tax credits 
5. State retirement pensions 
6. Private pensions (including pension from former employer) 
7. Disability benefits 
8. Other benefits 
9. Other kinds of regular allowance from outside your household (e.g. maintenance, 

students grants, rent) 
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10. Income from betting or gambling 
11. Other income 

 
LFiInc  
Showcard L7 
Choose a letter from this card which represents the group in which you place your total 
household income in the last year from all sources before tax and other deductions 
Interviewer: Encourage a guess if not sure. 
 
  Annual Weekly   Monthly  
1. H Under £2,500 Under £50 Under £200 
2. J £2,500 - £4,999 £50 - £99 £200 - £399 
3. F £5,000 - £9,999 £100 - £199 £400 - £829 
4. B £10,000 - £14,999 £200 - £289 £830 - £1,249 
5. L £15,000 - £19,999 £290 - £389 £1,250 - £1,649 
6. C £20,000 - £24,999 £390 - £489 £1,650 - £2,099 
7. G £25,000 - £29,999 £490 - £579 £2,100 - £2,499 
8. A £30,000 - £34,999  £580 - £679 £2,500 - £2,899 
9. I £35,000 - £39,999 £680 - £769 £2,900 - £3,349 
10 D £40,000 - £44,999 £770 - £869 £3,350 - £3,749 
11 K £45,000 - £49,999 £870 - £969 £3,750 - £4,149 
12 E £50,000 or more £970 or more £4,150 or more 
 
LFiBen 
Have you received any benefits in the last 4 weeks? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If LFiBen=yes) 
LiFBeW 
Which benefits have you received? 
Code all that apply: 

1. Job seekers allowance/unemployment benefit 
2. Income support 
3. Housing benefit 
4. Council tax benefit 
5. Sickness/incapacity benefit 
6. Other 

 
(Ask all) 
LFiMan 
Thinking of how your household is managing on your total income at the moment, would you 
say it was… (Read out) 

1. … managing quite well - you are able to save or spend on leisure, 
2. just getting by – you are unable to save if you wanted to 
3. or, getting into difficulties? 
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Module M: Health, family and drugs 
 

Health 
MHPast 
Showcard M1 
The next few questions are about your health. 
Do you have any longstanding illness, disability, or infirmity of any kind such as ones listed 
on this card? 
By longstanding I mean anything that has troubled you over a period of time or that is likely 
to affect you over a period of time. 
If necessary: Please remember that your answer is treated in the strictest confidence:  

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If MHPast=Yes) 
MHTyp 
Showcard M1 
What kind of illness or disability do you have? 
Code all that apply:  

1. Problem with arms, legs, hands, feet, back or neck (including arthritis or rheumatism) 
2. Difficulty in seeing 
3. Difficulty in hearing 
4. Skin conditions, allergies 
5. Chest, breathing problem, asthma, bronchitis 
6. Heart, blood pressure or blood circulation problems 
7. Stomach, liver, kidney or digestive problems 
8. Diabetes 
9. Depression, bad nerves 
10. Mental illness or suffer from phobia, panics or other nervous disorders 
11. Learning difficulties 
12. Epilepsy 
13. Other health problems or disabilities 

 
(If other in MHTyp) 
MHTypO 
Interviewer: Record other illness or disability 
 
(If MHPast=Yes) 
MHSeve 
To what extent, if any, does your health condition or disability limit your ability to carry out  
everyday activities - a great deal, to some extent, a little or not at all? 
 
Interviewer: Code for effect of all disabilities 
If health condition fluctuates, ask for general effect 

1. A great deal 
2. To some extent 
3. A little 
4. Not at all 

 

Emotional well being 
(Ask all) 
Thinking now about the last four weeks, how often have you been distressed or bothered by 
the following problems? 
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MEten 
Showcard M2 
Feeling tense 

1. Never 
2. Rarely 
3. Sometimes 
4. Often 
5. Always 

 
MEscar 
Showcard M2 
Suddenly scared for no reason 

1. Never 
2. Rarely 
3. Sometimes 
4. Often 
5. Always 

 
MEfea 
Showcard M2 
Feeling fearful 

1. Never 
2. Rarely 
3. Sometimes 
4. Often 
5. Always 

 
MEner 
Showcard M2 
Nervousness or shakiness inside 

1. Never 
2. Rarely 
3. Sometimes 
4. Often 
5. Always 

 
MEter 
Showcard M2 
Spells of terror or panic 

1. Never 
2. Rarely 
3. Sometimes 
4. Often 
5. Always 

 
MEhop 
Showcard M2 
Feeling hopeless about the future 

1. Never 
2. Rarely 
3. Sometimes 
4. Often 
5. Always 
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MEwor 
Showcard M2 
Feelings of worthlessness 

1. Never 
2. Rarely 
3. Sometimes 
4. Often 
5. Always 

 
MEint 
Showcard M2 
Feeling no interest in things 

1. Never 
2. Rarely 
3. Sometimes 
4. Often 
5. Always 

 
MElon 
Showcard M2 
Feeling lonely 

1. Never 
2. Rarely 
3. Sometimes 
4. Often 
5. Always 

 
MEsui 
Showcard M2 
Thoughts of ending your life 

1. Never 
2. Rarely 
3. Sometimes 
4. Often 
5. Always 

 
MEdiag 
Has a doctor or other health professional ever told you had a psychiatric or mental health 
condition? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If not Block J: Mental health) 
MEtreE 
Have you ever received treatment or help for your psychiatric/mental health needs?  

1. Yes 
2. No 
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Relationships 
 
MMar 
The next few questions are about relationships and family. 
Which of the following best describes you? Are you ... (Read out) 
Interviewer: Select category preferred by respondent. 

1. married, 
2. living with a partner, 
3. single,  
4. divorced, 
5. separated, 
6. widowed? 
7. other  

 
(If MMar=other) 
MMarO  
Interviewer: Code respondent's marital status (Open) 

 
MRNum 
How many people live in your household including yourself? 
Interviewer: If living as single person in hostel etc code as living alone.   
Numeric 1...20 
 
MRNoCh 
How many children under the age of 18 do you have, including adopted and stepchildren and 
wherever they live? 
Interviewer: Include adopted and stepchildren, as well as natural children. Exclude any foster 
children: 0...97 
 
(Soft check if more than 10 children, "Interviewer: That seems like rather a lot of children. 
Please check.") 
 

Children in household 
(If has children under the age of 18: If MRNum > 0) 
MRWheL 
Where do they live at the moment? 
Interviewer: Code all that apply 
Looking for one place per child i.e. where they live all or most of the time 

1. With respondent 
2. In care 
3. With other family members 
4. With their father/mother (the other parent) 
5. Elsewhere 

 
(Hard check if number of places at MRWheL exceeds number of children at MRNoCh, 
"Number of places can't be greater than number of children, as looking for where they live all 
or most of the time. Please recode so one place per child!") 
 
(If has > 1 child who live at > 1 place, and with respondent selected at MRWheL: If (MRNoCh 
> 1) and (MRWheL .Cardinal > 1) and (MRWheL=1) 
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MRnumR  
How many of your children live with you?  0...97 
 
(If has > 1 child who live at > 1 place, and in care selected at MRWheL: If (MRNoCh > 1) and 
(MRWheL.Cardinal > 1) and (MRWheL=2) 
MRnumC  
How many of your children live in care? 0…97 
 
(If has > 1 child who live at > 1 place, and with other family members selected at MRWheL: If 
(MRNoCh > 1) and (MRWheL.Cardinal > 1) and (MRWheL=3) 
MRnumF  
How many of your children live with other family members? 0…97 
 
(If has > 1 child who live at > 1 place, and with the other parent selected at MRWheL: If 
(MRNoCh > 1) and (MRWheL.Cardinal > 1) and (MRWheL=4) 
MRnumP  
How many of your children live with their father/mother? 0…97 
 
(If has > 1 child who live at > 1 place, and elsewhere selected at MRWheL: If (MRNoCh > 1) 
and (MRWheL.Cardinal > 1) and (MRWheL=5) 
MRnumE 
How many of your children live elsewhere? 0…97 
 
(Hard check if the number coded at any one of MRnumR, MRnumC, MRnumF, MRnumP & 
MRnumE is greater than MRNoCh, ‘Number of children coded here shouldn‘t be larger than 
total number of children under 16 (^MRNoCh ). Please check!’) 
 
Computed variable MRNo2Ch=total coded at MRnumR to MRnumE 
(MRnumR, MRnumC, MRnumF, MRnumP & MRnumE) 
 
(If MRNo2Ch=response and MRNoCh=response) 
MRNoVe 
Interviewer: Code 1 to confirm that number of children coded at appropriate questions from 
MRnumR, MRnumC, MRnumF, MRnumP & MRnumE (^NUMCHIL) matches the number 
coded at MRNoCh (^MRNoCh). (1 and enter) 
 
MOver17 
And can I check, do you have any children aged 18 or over, including adopted and step 
children and wherever they live? 

1. Yes 
2. No 
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Family background 
These questions should only be asked in the first interview. 
 
(Ask all) 
MRFam 
Showcard M2 
I’d now like to ask you a few questions about your childhood and family. 
When you were a child, that is up to the age of 17, who did you live with? 
If lived with both parents but separately at different times code as 'One natural parent' 
Code all that apply 

1. Both natural parents 
2. One natural parent 
3. One step-parent and one natural parent 
4. A step-parent only 
5. Adopted parents 
6. Grandparent(s) 
7. Other relatives 
8. Foster parents 
9. In an institution (such as a children’s home, borstal or young offenders unit) 
10. Other 

 
(If more than one response MRFam) 
MRMost 
Showcard M2 
Who did you live with most of the time?  

1. Both natural parents 
2. One natural parent 
3. One step-parent and one natural parent 
4. A step-parent only 
5. Adopted parents 
6. Grandparent(s) 
7. Other relatives 
8. Foster parents 
9. In an institution (such as a children’s home, borstal or young offenders unit) 

(Only allow those codes selected in I1Fam) 
 

Current family relationships 
(Section should only be asked if i1Foff is different to 3) 
 
MRCFam 
I am now going to read out some statements about how you may feel about your current 
relationships with your family. 
Please think about people you consider to be your immediate family, including parents or 
people you think of as parents, a partner, children or other immediate relatives if you have 
them. 
Please tell me how much you agree or disagree with each statement 
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MR1Fam 
Showcard X1 
I feel close to my family. 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree 
5. Strongly disagree 

Not on showcard ‘No family’ 
 
(If MR1Fam=No family, the rest of the section should not be asked) 
MR4Fam 
Showcard M4 
The care of my family is mainly my responsibility. 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree 
5. Strongly disagree 

 

Drug use 
MDIntr 
I am now going to ask you some questions about drugs you may have used at various times 
of your life. The questions are mainly about non-prescribed drugs. Remember, all your 
answers will be treated confidentially. 
 
MDEver 
Showcard M4 
Can I just check, have you ever taken any of these drugs? 

1. Heroin, 
2. Methadone (not prescribed to you), 
3. Other Opiates (e.g. morphine, diamorphine, Subutex, codeine, dihydrocodeine 

(DF118s), Opium) 
4. Crack cocaine 
5. Cocaine powder 
6. Amphetamines (not prescribed to you) 
7. Cannabis (Hash, resin, solids, grass, weed, skunk etc) 
8. Ecstasy 
9. Hallucinogens (e.g. mushrooms, LSD, ketamine) 
10. Benzos (‘Tranquillizers or sleeping pills) not prescribed to you 
11. Solvents (e.g. glue, aerosols) 
12. Any other drugs (not already listed) 
13. Have never taken any of these drugs 

 
(Hard check if multiple codes selected including none, "'None' is an exclusive code.") 
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MD12m 
Showcard M4 
And which of the drugs have you taken in the last 12 months? 

1. Heroin 
2. Methadone (not prescribed to you) 
3. Other Opiates (e.g. morphine, diamorphine, Subutex, codeine, dihydrocodeine 

(DF118s), Opium) 
4. Crack cocaine 
5. Cocaine powder 
6. Amphetamines (not prescribed to you) 
7. Cannabis (Hash, resin, solids, grass, weed, skunk etc) 
8. Ecstasy 
9. Hallucinogens (e.g. mushrooms, LSD, ketamine) 
10. Benzos (‘Tranquillizers or sleeping pills) not prescribed to you 
11. Solvents (e.g. glue, aerosols) 
12. Any other drugs (not already listed) 
13. None of these  

(Only codes to appear at MD12m are those selected at MDEver) 
 
(Hard check if multiple codes selected including none, "'None' is an exclusive code.") 
 
(Hard check if code selected that was not previously selected at MDEver, "'Invalid code 
selected. Please check") 
 
MD4wk 
Showcard M4 
Which of the drugs on the card have you taken in the last 4 weeks? 

1. Heroin, 
2. Methadone (not prescribed to you), 
3. Other Opiates (e.g. morphine, diamorphine, Subutex, codeine, dihydrocodeine 

(DF118s), Opium), 
4. Crack cocaine, 
5. Cocaine powder, 
6. Amphetamines (not prescribed to you), 
7. Cannabis (Hash, resin, solids, grass, weed, skunk etc), 
8. Ecstasy, 
9. Hallucinogens (e.g. mushrooms, LSD, ketamine), 
10. Benzos (‘Tranquillizers or sleeping pills) not prescribed to you, 
11. Solvents (e.g. glue, aerosols), 
12. Any other drugs (not already listed), 
13. None of these 

 
(Hard check if multiple codes selected including none, "'None' is an exclusive code.") 
      
(If MD4Wk is different to 14) 
MDFreq 
Showcard M5 
How often have you used <insert drug mentioned> in the last 4 weeks? Would you say it 
was... (Read out) 

1. ...daily, 
2. most days, 
3. 3 or 4 days a week, 
4. 1 or 2 days a week, 
5. or, was it less than once a week? 
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MDNoDa 
You've told me that you've used the following drugs in the last 4 weeks... (Read out) 
(Program lists all drugs taken in last 4 weeks and frequency) 
 
Is this more, less or about the same as you usually use? 

1. Used more drugs than usual in last 4 weeks, 
2. Used less drugs than usual in last 4 weeks, 
3. Used about the same amount of drugs in last 4 weeks 

 
MDinj 
And did you inject this drug/ any of these?” 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Not used 

 
MDProb 
Showcard M4 
And does (this/any of these drugs) cause you problems? 
Interviewer: If yes: Which one(s)? 
Code all that apply from drugs previously mentioned 

1. Heroin 
2. Methadone (not prescribed to you) 
3. Other Opiates (e.g. morphine, diamorphine, Subutex, codeine, dihydrocodeine 

(DF118s), Opium) 
4. Crack cocaine 
5. Cocaine powder 
6. Amphetamines (not prescribed to you) 
7. Cannabis (Hash, resin, solids, grass, weed, skunk etc) 
8. Ecstasy 
9. Hallucinogens (e.g. mushrooms, LSD, ketamine) 
10. Benzos (‘Tranquillizers or sleeping pills) not prescribed to you 
11. Solvents (e.g. glue, aerosols) 
12. Any other drugs (not already listed) 
13. None of these 

(Program lists all drugs ever taken at MDprob) 
 

Drug treatment in past 
(if MDEver<>none and not drug treatment in D3Req)  
MDrgTr 
Can I just check, have you ever received treatment or counselling for a drug problem?  

1. Yes 
2. No 

 

Alcohol 
(Ask all) 
Thinking now about alcohol… 
 
MA4wk 
Did you drink any alcohol in the last four weeks?: 

1. Yes 
2. No 
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(If MA4wk=yes) 
MA4WkF 
On how many of those 28 days did you drink alcohol?: 1…28   
Interviewer: Record number of days in 28 day period (i.e.1 to 28) - not per week 
 
(If MA4wk=yes) 
MAWkU 
Showcard M6 
On the days when you did drink alcohol, on average how many units did you drink in a day? 
By a unit I mean, ½ pint of beer, a small glass of wine, or a single measure of spirit or 
liqueur. 
Interviewer note: A bottle of wine=6 units/6 glasses, alcopop=1 unit: 1…97 

  
(If MA4wk=yes) 
MADepA 
Showcard M7 
Thinking about the last four weeks, did you ever think that your drinking was out of control? 

1. Never or almost never 
2. Sometimes  
3. Often  
4. Always or nearly always  

 
(If MA4wk=yes) 
MaDepD 
Showcard  M7 
Still thinking about the last four weeks, did you ever wish that you could stop drinking? 

1. Never or almost never 
2. Sometimes  
3. Often  
4. Always or nearly always  

 

Alcohol treatment 
(If not alcohol at D3Req) 
MATrea 
Can I just check, have you ever received treatment or counselling for an alcohol problem? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If MATrea=yes or alcohol at D3Req) 
MATrYr  
And had you received any treatment or counselling for an alcohol problem during the last 12 
months before the beginning of your Community Order?  

1. Yes 
2. No 
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(If MATrlYr=yes) 
MATrTy 
Showcard M7 
What kind of treatment or counselling for an alcohol problem did you receive during this 12 
month period before the beginning of your Community Order? 
Code all that apply 

1. Detox in a hospital 
2. Detox as an outpatient or in your own home 
3. Rehab programme 
4. Attended AA (Alcoholics Anonymous) meetings 
5. Other type of counselling service 

 
For each coded, ask ‘for how many weeks did you receive this treatment/counselling?  0…52 
 

Needs and support received 
(Ask all) 
MNdAcc 
I'd now like to ask about help you may need with the things we've been discussing. 
Firstly, would you say you need help with housing problems? 
Interviewer: this includes help with rent, housing benefit, searching for a place to live etc. 
If yes: Do you think you need a little or a lot of help? 
 
MNdBasc 
And would you say you need help to improve your reading, writing or ability with 
numbers? 
If yes: Do you think you need a little or a lot of help? 
 
MNdEdu 
(Would you say you need) educational help, for example by getting a qualification? 
If yes: Do you think you need a little or a lot of help?" 
 
MNdWork 
(Would you say you need help with) working or getting work? 
If yes: Do you think you need a little or a lot of help? 
 
MNdFin 
(Would you say you need help with) managing your finances? 
If yes: Do you think you need a little or a lot of help? 
 
(If Yes at any of the emotional wellbeing / mental health questions) 
MNdMen 
(Would you say you need help with) a mental health condition? 
If yes: Do you think you need a little or a lot of help? 
 
(If mentioned health condition at M) 
MNdPhys 
(Would you say you need help with) a physical health condition or disability? 
If yes: Do you think you need a little or a lot of help? 
 
MNdFam 
(Would you say you need help with) family problems or your children? 
If yes: Do you think you need a little or a lot of help? 
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(If not None in MDEver) 
MNdDrug 
(Would you say you need help with) drug use? 
If yes: Do you think you need a little or a lot of help? 
 
MNdAlc 
(Would you say you need help with) alcohol use? 
If yes: Do you think you need a little or a lot of help? 
 
MPODisc 
Showcard M9 
And since the start of your order in ^CODateMY, which of these things, if any, have you 
talked about with a Probation Officer? 
Code all that apply 

1. Your living arrangements 
2. Skills, education or training 
3. Working or getting work 
4. Managing your finances 
5. Your physical health or a disability 
6. Your mental health 
7. Your family or children 
8. Drug use 
9. Alcohol use 
10. None of these 

 
(If Hous in OPODisc) 
MPOhous 
Showcard M10 
How useful have you personally found these discussions about your living arrangements? 

1. Very useful 
2. Fairly useful 
3. Not very useful 
4. Not at all useful 

 
(If SKill in OPODisc) 
MPOSkill 
Showcard M10 
And how useful have you personally found these discussions about skills, education or 
training? 

1. Very useful 
2. Fairly useful 
3. Not very useful 
4. Not at all useful 

 
(If Work in OPODisc) 
MPOWork 
Showcard M10 
And how useful have you personally found these discussions about working or getting 
work? 

1. Very useful 
2. Fairly useful 
3. Not very useful 
4. Not at all useful 
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(If Fin in OPODisc) 
MPOFin 
Showcard M10 
And (how useful have you personally found these discussions) about managing your 
finances? 

1. Very useful 
2. Fairly useful 
3. Not very useful 
4. Not at all useful 

 
(If Phys in OPODisc) 
MPOPhys 
Showcard M10 
And (how useful have you personally found these discussions) about your physical health 
or a disability? 

1. Very useful 
2. Fairly useful 
3. Not very useful 
4. Not at all useful 

 
(If Ment in OPODisc) 
MPOMent 
Showcard M10 
And (how useful have you personally found these discussions) about your mental health? 

1. Very useful 
2. Fairly useful 
3. Not very useful 
4. Not at all useful 

 
(If Fam in OPODisc) 
MPOFam 
Showcard M10 
And (how useful have you personally found these discussions) about your family or 
children? 

1. Very useful 
2. Fairly useful 
3. Not very useful 
4. Not at all useful 

 
(If Drug in OPODisc) 
MPODrug 
Showcard M10 
And (how useful have you personally found these discussions) about drug use? 

1. Very useful 
2. Fairly useful 
3. Not very useful 
4. Not at all useful 
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(If Alco in OPODisc then) 
MPOAlco 
Showcard M10 
And (how useful have you personally found these discussions) about alcohol use?  

1. Very useful 
2. Fairly useful 
3. Not very useful 
4. Not at all useful 

 
(Ask all) 
MOthSup 
Showcard M9  
And since the start of your order, have you received any other support or advice about 
these things from anyone else? 
Code all that apply:  

1. Your living arrangements 
2. Skills, education or training 
3. Working or getting work 
4. Managing your finances 
5. Your physical health or a disability 
6. Your mental health 
7. Your family or children 
8. Drug use 
9. Alcohol use 
10. None of these 

 
(If Hous in OOthSup) 
MWhoHs 
Who provided the help with living arrangements? 
Code all that apply:  

1. Probation Officer 
2. Someone else at Probation Office 
3. Voluntary organisation (such as NACRO) 
4. Family or friends 
5. GP or other health practitioner 
6. Local Authority 
7. Local Housing Association 
8. Jobcentre 
9. School, College or University 
10. An independent advice service 
11. Solicitor 
12. Someone else 

 
(If other in OWhoHs) 
MWhHsO 
Interviewer: Record other source of help 
 
(If Skill in OOthSup) 
MWhoSk 
Who provided the help with skills, education or training? 
Code all that apply:  

1. Probation Officer 
2. Someone else at Probation Office 
3. Voluntary organisation (such as NACRO) 
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4. Family or friends 
5. GP or other health practitioner 
6. Local Authority 
7. Local Housing Association 
8. Jobcentre 
9. School, College or University 
10. An independent advice service 
11. Solicitor 
12. Someone else 

 
(If other in OWhoSk)  
MWhSkO 
Interviewer: Record other source of help 
 
(If Work in OOthSup) 
MWhoWk 
Who provided the help with working or getting work? 
Code all that apply:  

1. Probation Officer 
2. Someone else at Probation Office 
3. Voluntary organisation (such as NACRO) 
4. Family or friends 
5. GP or other health practitioner 
6. Local Authority 
7. Local Housing Association 
8. Jobcentre 
9. School, College or University 
10. An independent advice service 
11. Solicitor 
12. Someone else 

 
(If other in OWhoWk)  
MWhWkO 
Interviewer: Record other source of help 
 
(If Fin in OOthSup) 
MWhoFn 
Who provided the help with managing your finances? 
Code all that apply:  

1. Probation Officer 
2. Someone else at Probation Office 
3. Voluntary organisation (such as NACRO) 
4. Family or friends 
5. GP or other health practitioner 
6. Local Authority 
7. Local Housing Association 
8. Jobcentre 
9. School, College or University 
10. An independent advice service 
11. Solicitor 
12. Someone else 
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(If other in OWhofn)  
MWhFnO 
Interviewer: Record other source of help 
 
(If Phys in OOthSup) 
MWhoPh 
Who provided the help with your physical health or a disability? 
Code all that apply:  

1. Probation Officer 
2. Someone else at Probation Office 
3. Voluntary organisation (such as NACRO) 
4. Family or friends 
5. GP or other health practitioner 
6. Local Authority 
7. Local Housing Association 
8. Jobcentre 
9. School, College or University 
10. An independent advice service 
11. Solicitor 
12. Someone else 

 
(If other in OWhoPh)  
MWhPhO 
Interviewer: Record other source of help (Open) 
 
(If Ment in OOthSup) 
MWhoMn 
Who provided the help with your mental health? 
Code all that apply:  

1. Probation Officer 
2. Someone else at Probation Office 
3. Voluntary organisation (such as NACRO) 
4. Family or friends 
5. GP or other health practitioner 
6. Local Authority 
7. Local Housing Association 
8. Jobcentre 
9. School, College or University 
10. An independent advice service 
11. Solicitor 
12. Someone else 

 
(If other in OWhoMn)  
MWhMnO 
Interviewer: Record other source of help 
 
(If Fam in OOthSup) 
MWhoFm 
Who provided the help with your family or children? 
Code all that apply:  

1. Probation Officer 
2. Someone else at Probation Office 
3. Voluntary organisation (such as NACRO) 
4. Family or friends 
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5. GP or other health practitioner 
6. Local Authority 
7. Local Housing Association 
8. Jobcentre 
9. School, College or University 
10. An independent advice service 
11. Solicitor 
12. Someone else 

 
(If other in OWhoFm)  
MWhFmO 
Interviewer: Record other source of help 
 
(If Drug in OOthSup) 
MWhoDg 
Who provided the help with drug use? 
Code all that apply:  

1. Probation Officer 
2. Someone else at Probation Office 
3. Voluntary organisation (such as NACRO) 
4. Family or friends 
5. GP or other health practitioner 
6. Local Authority 
7. Local Housing Association 
8. Jobcentre 
9. School, College or University 
10. An independent advice service 
11. Solicitor 
12. Someone else 

 
(If other in OWhoDg)  
MWhDgO 
Interviewer: Record other source of help 
 
(If Alco in OOthSup) 
MWhoAl 
Who provided the help with alcohol use? 
Code all that apply:  

1. Probation Officer 
2. Someone else at Probation Office 
3. Voluntary organisation (such as NACRO) 
4. Family or friends 
5. GP or other health practitioner 
6. Local Authority 
7. Local Housing Association 
8. Jobcentre 
9. School, College or University 
10. An independent advice service 
11. Solicitor 
12. Someone else 

 
(If other in OWhoAl)  
MWhAlO 
Interviewer: Record other source of help 
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Module N: Attitudes 
 
NA1Att  
Showcard X1 
Now I am going to read out a few statements and I would like you to say how strongly you 
agree or disagree with each of them. 
In the end, crime does pay.  Do you...   

1. Strongly agree  
2. Agree  
3. Neither agree nor disagree  
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 

 
NA2Att 
Showcard X1 
I have never hurt anyone by what I've done.  Do you...   

1. Strongly agree  
2. Agree  
3. Neither agree nor disagree  
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 

 
NA3Att 
Showcard X1 
I will always get into trouble.  Do you...   

1. Strongly agree  
2. Agree  
3. Neither agree nor disagree  
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 

 
NA5Att 
Showcard X1 
Crime can be a useful way of getting what you want.  Do you...   

1. Strongly agree  
2. Agree  
3. Neither agree nor disagree  
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 

 
NA6Att 
Showcard X1 
I believe in living for now; the future will take care of itself.  Do you...   

1. Strongly agree  
2. Agree  
3. Neither agree nor disagree  
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 
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NA7Att 
Showcard X1 
Most people would commit offences if they knew they could get away with it.  Do you...   

1. Strongly agree  
2. Agree  
3. Neither agree nor disagree  
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 

 
NA8Att 
Showcard X1 
I definitely won't get into trouble with the police after the end of my sentence.  Do you... 
(Read out) 

1. Strongly agree  
2. Agree  
3. Neither agree nor disagree  
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 

 
NA9Att 
Showcard X1 
I don't see myself as a real 'criminal'.  Do you... (Read out) 

1. Strongly agree  
2. Agree  
3. Neither agree nor disagree  
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 

 
NA10Att 
Showcard X1 
Committing crime is quite exciting.  Do you...   

1. Strongly agree  
2. Agree  
3. Neither agree nor disagree  
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 

 
NA11Att  
Showcard X1 
I find it hard to resist an opportunity to commit a crime.  Do you...   

1. Strongly agree  
2. Agree  
3. Neither agree nor disagree  
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 

 
NA12Att 
Showcard X1 
Many so-called crimes are not really wrong.  Do you...   

1. Strongly agree  
2. Agree  
3. Neither agree nor disagree  
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 
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NA13Att 
Showcard X1 
My crimes have never harmed anyone.  Do you...   

1. Strongly agree  
2. Agree  
3. Neither agree nor disagree  
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 

 
NA14Att 
Showcard X1 
If things go wrong for me, I might offend again.  Do you...   

1. Strongly agree  
2. Agree  
3. Neither agree nor disagree  
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 

 
NA16Att 
Showcard X1 
I always seem to give in to temptation.  Do you...   

1. Strongly agree  
2. Agree  
3. Neither agree nor disagree  
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 

 
NA20Att 
Showcard X1 
Once a criminal, always a criminal.  Do you...   

1. Strongly agree  
2. Agree  
3. Neither agree nor disagree  
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 

 

Self-assessed needs/ barriers 
NNStop 
Showcard N1 
Looking at this card, can you tell me which of these things, if any, will be important in 
stopping you re-offend in the future? 
Code all that apply 

1. Having a place to live 
2. Having a job 
3. Having access to health care 
4. Having enough money to support myself 
5. Not using drugs 
6. Not drinking too much alcohol 
7. Having treatment and support for drug or alcohol problems 
8. Getting support from my family 
9. Seeing my children 
10. Getting support from my friends 
11. Being in a supportive relationship 
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12. Avoiding certain people 
13. Fear of getting another Community Order 
14. Fear of having to go to prison 
15. Education or training 
16. Something else – specify 
17. (Not on showcard): None of these 

 
(If NNStop=other) 
NNStopO 
Interviewer: Record other (Open) 

  
(If more than one mention at NNStop) 
NNStopM 
Showcard N1 
And which of those would you say will be the most important? 

1. Having a place to live 
2. Having a job 
3. Having access to health care 
4. Having enough money to support myself 
5. Not using drugs 
6. Not drinking too much alcohol 
7. Having treatment and support for drug or alcohol problems 
8. Getting support from my family 
9. Seeing my children 
10. Getting support from my friends 
11. Being in a supportive relationship 
12. Avoiding certain people 
13. Fear of getting another Community Order 
14. Fear of having to go to prison 
15. Education or training 
16. Something else – specify 
17. (Not on showcard): None of these 
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Module O: Offending, convictions, outcomes, anti-social behaviour 
 
The next questions are about things that you may have done in the last 12 months, that is 
from <month year> to today.   
 
We do not want to know the details of any specific offences, just what types of offence you 
may have committed and how frequently you committed them.  Please remember that all 
answers will be confidential. 
 
OKniB 
In the last 12 months, have you carried a knife with you for your own protection, for use in 
crimes or in case you got into a fight? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
OGunB 
In the last 12 months, have you carried a gun with you? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
Oveh 
During the last 12 months, have you stolen or driven a vehicle without permission? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If yes) 
Ovehf 
And how many times, if any, did you do this in the last four weeks? 0…997  
 
Osteal 
Apart from anything else you have already told us about, in the last 12 months have you 
stolen anything from inside or outside a vehicle such as parts or personal possessions? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If yes) 
Ostealf 
And how many times, if any, did you do this in the last four weeks? 0...997  
 
Oburg 
In the last 12 months, did you get into someone’s home without their permission because 
you wanted to steal or damage something? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If yes) 
Oburgf 
And how many times, if any, did you do this in the last four weeks? 0…997  
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Oentry 
In the last 12 months (that is from <month year> to today), have you gone into  other types of 
buildings, such as a factory, office, shop, hospital, school, garage etc., without permission 
because you wanted to steal or damage something?   

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If yes) 
Oentryf 
And how many times, if any, did you do this in the last four weeks? 0...997  
 
ODam 
Apart from anything else you have already mentioned, in the last 12 months, have you 
damaged anything that didn’t belong to you on purpose, for example, by burning, smashing 
or breaking it? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If yes) 
ODamF 
And how many times, if any, did you do this in the last four weeks? 0…997  
 
OViol 
In the last 12 months, have you used force, violence or threats against anyone in order to 
steal from a shop, petrol station, bank or any other business? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If yes) 
Oviolf 
And how many times, if any, did you do this in the last four weeks? 0…997  
 
ORob 
And apart from anything else you have already mentioned, in the last 12 months, have you 
used force, violence or threats against anyone in order to steal something from them? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If yes) 
Orobf 
And how many times, if any, did you do this in the last four weeks? 0...997  
 
OStealW 
In the last 12 months, have you stolen anything someone was carrying or wearing (for 
example by taking something from their hand, pocket or bag), without using force? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If yes) 
OStealWf 
And how many times, if any, did you do this in the last four weeks? 0…997  
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OStealB 
Apart from anything you have already mentioned, in the last 12 months, have you stolen 
anything from a shop without using force, violence or threats? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If yes) 
OStealBf 
And how many times, if any, did you do this in the last four weeks? 0…997  
 
Ofraud 
In the last 12 months, have you used a cheque book, credit card, store card or cash point 
card belonging to someone else without their permission? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If yes) 
Ofraudf 
And how many times, if any, did you do this in the last four weeks? 0...997 
 
Oben 
In the last 12 months, have you falsely claimed social security benefits, housing benefits, or 
tax credits that you were not entitled to? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If yes) 
Obenf 
And how many times, if any, did you do this in the last four weeks? 0…997 
 
Ogoods 
In the last 12 months, have you bought or sold anything you knew or thought had been 
stolen? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If yes) 
Ogoodf 
And how many times, if any, did you do this in the last four weeks? 0…997 
 
Offviolen 
The next few questions are about incidents that did not involve stealing or trying to steal. For 
these next questions, please include your family and people you know, as well as strangers. 
 
In the last 12 months, did you use force or violence on anyone on purpose (for example, by 
scratching, hitting, kicking or throwing things)? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If yes) 
Oviolenf 
And how many times, if any, did you do this in the last four weeks? 0…997  
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Odrug 
In the last 12 months, have you sold drugs to anyone, including friends? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If yes) 
Odrugf 
And how many times, if any, did you do this in the last four weeks? 0...997  
 
OffFlag 
Offence flag: YesNo 
(If any of Odrugf 
Oviolenf 
Ogoodf 
Obenf 
Ofraudf 
Ostealbf 
Ostealf 
Orobf 
Oviolf 
Odamf 
Oentryf 
Oburgf 
Ostealf 
Ovehf is >1)  
 

Drugs, alcohol and crime links 
(If committed any crime in last 4 weeks and used any drug in the last 12 months, routing from 
Module O and Module MD)  
OConnD 
Showcard O1 
How much would you say that your offending was connected with your drug use? 

1. Not at all 
2. A little bit 
3. A lot 
4. Always 

 
(If drank alcohol in last 12 months and committed crime) 
OConAlcf  
Showcard O1 
How much would you say that your offending was connected with your alcohol use? 

1. Not at all 
2. A little bit 
3. A lot 
4. Always 
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Offending and previous conviction(s) before current conviction 
OHistory 
Showcard O2 
Thinking about the time since you were aged 16, which, if any, of the statements on the card 
apply to you? 
Code all that apply 

1. I have spent most of my time in prison 
2. I have been sentenced to prison or community sentences several times 
3. I have been to prison once or twice 
4. I have had one or two community sentences before this one 
5. I have only had problems with the police a few times 
6. I have never really been in trouble with the police before my current sentence 
7. (Not on showcard): None of these apply 

 

Outcome evaluation 
OAttF 
Showcard O3 
Realistically, how likely do you think it is that you’ll be back on a Community Order or in 
prison at some time in the future? 

1. Not at all likely 
2. Not very likely 
3. Fairly likely 
4. Very likely 

 

Statements from omfq 
OOver 
Showcard X1 
Thinking about your Community Order overall (starting in ^CODateMY), how much do you 
agree or disagree with the following statement? 
 
Overall, my Community Order has made me less likely to commit crime. 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 

 
OComp 
Showcard X1 
(Thinking about your Community Order overall (starting in <start of sentence>, how much do 
you agree or disagree with the following statements?) 
 
I have tried hard to do all the things in my Community Order. 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree  
5. Strongly disagree 
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Omper 
Thinking about the time on your Community Order (starting in ^CODateMY) is there anyone 
in particular who has motivated you to avoid crime? 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Spontaneous: Was never going to commit crime in any case 
4. Spontaneous: Not avoiding crime 

 
(If Omper=yes) 
OMperY 
Who was this person? 
Interviewer: Do not want a name here - looking for a job title or relationship to respondent. 
Code all that apply: 

1. Probation Officer / Offender Manager 
2. Other staff member at Probation office 
3. Partner (girlfriend/wife/boyfriend/husband) 
4. Mother 
5. Father 
6. Child/children 
7. Family member (no specific person mentioned) 
8. Other – specify 

 
OMPerO 
Interviewer: Record who motivated. Job title or relationship - not a name 
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Module P: Re-contact and data sharing 
 
PRec 
That is the end of the interview. 
As part of the study, we would like to speak to you again in a few months to see how you are 
getting on. 
Would you be willing for us to contact you again? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If yes) 
PAdd1 
Firstly can I confirm your current address? 
This will not be passed on to anyone outside NatCen. 
Interviewer: Enter current address line 1 
 
PAdd2 
Interviewer: Enter current address line 2 
 
PAdd3 
Interviewer: Enter current address line 3 
 
PAdd4 
Interviewer: Enter current address line 4 
 
PAdd5 
Interviewer: Enter current address line 5 
 
PPCod 
Interviewer: Enter current postcode 
 
PTel1 
And what is the best phone number to reach you on if we need to? 
Interviewer: Enter full telephone number or leave blank. 
 
PTel2 
And is there another phone number we could try? 
Interviewer: Enter full telephone number or leave blank 
 
P2Rec 
Are you likely to be living at this address in six months time? 
Interviewer: Add if necessary: This information will not be passed to the Probation Service. 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If P2Rec=No) 
P2Reca 
Do you know where you will be living around that time? 

1. Yes 
2. No 
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(If P2Reca=Yes) 
P2Add1 
Interviewer: Enter future address line 1 
 
P2Add2 
Interviewer: Enter future address line 2 
 
P2Add3 
Interviewer: Enter future address line 3 
 
P2Add4 
Interviewer: Enter future address line 4 
 
P2Add5 
Interviewer: Enter future address line 5 
 
P2PCode 
Interviewer: Enter future postcode 
 
P2Tel1 
And what phone number could we try? 
Interviewer: Enter full telephone number or leave blank  
 
P4Rec 
In case for some reason we have difficulty getting in touch with you, can you give us the 
name and address of someone we could contact who might know how to get in touch with 
you? 
This could be a partner, parent or another relative or friend who is unlikely to move in the 
next few months. 
Interviewer: If yes record contact names, addresses and telephone numbers at next 
questions:  

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If P4Rec=Yes) 
PRela 
Interviewer: Record relationship of stable contact to respondent 
 
PS1Title 
Interviewer: Enter title of first stable contact 
 
PS1Name1 
Interviewer: Enter first Name of first stable contact 
 
PS1Name2 
Interviewer: Enter surname of first stable contact 
 
PS1Add1 
Interviewer: Enter address line 1 of first stable contact 
 
PS1Add2 
Interviewer: Enter address line 2 of first stable contact  
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PS1Add3 
Interviewer: Enter address line 3 of first stable contact  
 
PS1Add4 
Interviewer: Enter address line 4 of first stable contact  
 
PS1Add5 
Interviewer: Enter address line 5 of first stable contact  
 
PS1PCode 
Interviewer: Enter postcode of first stable contact 
 
PS1Tel1 
Interviewer: Enter telephone number 1 of first stable contact 
 
PS1Tel2 
Interviewer: Enter telephone number 2 of first stable contact 
 
P4RecB 
And is there another person we could try? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
(If P4RecB=Yes) 
PRelb 
Interviewer: Record relationship of stable contact to respondent 
 
PS2Title 
Interviewer: Enter title of first stable contact 
 
PS2Name1 
Interviewer: Enter first Name of first stable contact 
 
PS2Name2 
Interviewer: Enter surname of first stable contact 
 
PS2Add1 
Interviewer: Enter address line 1 of first stable contact 
 
PS2Add2 
Interviewer: Enter address line 2 of first stable contact  
 
PS2Add3 
Interviewer: Enter address line 3 of first stable contact 
 
PS2Add4 
Interviewer: Enter address line 4 of first stable contact  
 
PS2Add5 
Interviewer: Enter address line 5 of first stable contact  
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PS2PCode 
Interviewer: Enter postcode of first stable contact 
 
PS2Tel1 
Interviewer: Enter telephone number 1 of first stable contact 
 
PS2Tel2 
Interviewer: Enter telephone number 2 of first stable contact 
 
(Ask all) 
P5Rec 
And finally, are you willing for us to get access to any contact details held by the 
Probation Service or Prison Service if we are still having difficulty getting in touch with you? 

1. Yes 
2. No 

 
PDataSh 
Interviewer: Hand over consent form. If you have any concerns about the respondent's ability 
to read you should read the consent form to them. 
 
Thank you for taking the time to answer our questions. 
 
Just to confirm, your answers will only be available to NatCen, Matrix and the Ministry of 
Justice (MoJ). 
 
We would like to get permission from you for certain information from this interview to be 
linked to administrative records held by the MoJ and other Government departments. 
 
Either the MoJ or another Government department research team (or a third party acting on 
their behalf) will perform this data linking. 
 
The only information that will be passed from the MoJ to other Government departments is 
your name, National Insurance number, date of birth address and gender. 
 
This will in no way affect your Community Order now or in the future, and you can withdraw 
your permission by contacting NatCen or the MoJ at any time. 
 
The information will only be used for research and statistical purposes unless you mention an 
intention to harm yourself or others. 
 
The results from this study may be published in reports but data will be anonymous and it will 
not be possible to identify you. 
 
Interviewer note: Matrix is an independent social research organisation. 
Consent to data sharing given 
Consent to data sharing not given 
 
PNINO 
To help with the data linking, what is your National Insurance Number? 
Interviewer: This should be 2 letters then 6 numbers then a letter e.g. BQQ123456A 
 
PEnd 
Interviewer: Thank and hand voucher to respondent. 
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